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ABSTRACT

Sayed, Shehrin. M.S.E.C.E., Purdue University, December 2013. Performance-onDemand MEMS (PODMEMS): Electrical Control of Effective Mass, Damping, and
Stiffness. Major Professor: Jason V. Clark.

We propose the use of electrostatic force feedback to control the stiffness, damping,
or mass of MEMS. If feedback forces are proportional to sensed displacement, velocity,
or acceleration of a MEMS proof mass, then feedback can be used to increase or decrease
the apparent stiffness, damping, and or mass of the MEMS. Such feedback can be used to
compensate for process variations, packaging stress, thermal drift, viscous damping, etc.
Prior efforts by others include position or velocity based feedback for modifying
frequency, bandwidth, quality factor, or sensitivity of resonators. We present a means of
quantitative control of stiffness, damping, and mass of MEMS to achieve performance on
demand, which we

call

Performance-on-Demand MEMS

(PODMEMS). Our

comprehensive control on effective parameters may enable two devices with different
geometry to behave identically. This technology might enable a single PODMEMS to
adjust its dynamic response depending on an application’s requirements. We derive and
study both steady-state and transient PODMEMS models that include feedback forces,
circuit delay, and noise. We compare transient and steady-state results for verification.
There exists cross-talk among effective parameters. Cross-talk in effective damping from
electrical mass and stiffness can decrease/increase the damping. The effective damping
may become negative due to cross-talk, making the system unstable. The delayed
feedback forces develop hysteresis in displacement, velocity, and acceleration and the
width of hysteresis loop increases as the delay increases. Due to delayed feedback forces,
the potential/kinetic energy show late or early minima/maxima and there are two

xiv

minima/maxima throughout a cycle. Although potential energy and kinetic energy are
affected by hysteresis of the feedback forces, the total energy is constant throughout a
cycle. We have also simulated a test structure and found that frequency shift due to
temperature variation can be reduced by a factor of ~2600 for our test case.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Problem Statement
Performance of a micro electro mechanical system (MEMS) depends on its
geometric and material properties. In reality, the geometry of MEMS after fabrication is
different than the design, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The dotted line in the figure indicates the
prescribed layout, but the actual structure is different than expected. This deviation
occurs from fabrication non-idealities such as over/under etching. This uncertainty in
geometry causes uncertainty in parameters like stiffness, mass etc. An over etch of
±0.25µm, these parameters can deviate 50% to 100% of their expected values [1].

Fig. 1.1 Deviation between layout and fabricated structure due to process variation. The
layout is indicated by dashed lines and the fabricated structure is the solid object. This
picture is taken from [1].
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The material properties of a particular material also have some uncertainty because
different experimental methods yield different results. For example, Fig. 1.2 shows the
measured Young’s modulus of polysilicon by different research groups using different
methods. Points on the curve represent measurements obtained using different methods
by a variety of research groups from 1989 to 2000. The data is collected from [1]. Each
measurement yielded a different value within 95GPa to 240GPa, for the same material.
This uncertainty in material property creates uncertainty in determining exact
performance. We use the averaged value of 160GPa indicated by green dashed line.

Young's Modulus
of Polysilicon [GPa]

240
210
180
150
120
90
1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000
Year
Fig. 1.2 Young’s modulus of Polysilicon measured by different research groups using
different techniques. Measured values range from 95GPa to 240GPa with an average of
160GPa indicated by green dashed lines. The data is collected from [1] and this figure is
a reproduction of a figure in [1].

Thus, the prediction of MEMS performance is usually not deterministic but is
subject to systemic discrepancies caused by process variations, packaging stresses,
thermal drift, energy losses, and various sources of noise. Identically-fabricated MEMS
do not perform identically, and the performance of fabricated MEMS often varies from
models by 10s of %. This may create difficulties for sensors implemented in a MEMS
array [2] where all of the devices are expected to behave in the same way. The efficiency
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of a sensor is reduced due to the uncertainty. Aysu et al. [3] are trying to utilize process
variation in MEMS array as digital finger print for security based applications.
Different applications can require different design parameters, thus the utility of a
particular device is often limited. We have to specifically design a device for a particular
application to provide a certain dynamic range. Thus one device may not be used for
some other application with different dynamic range requirements. The quality factor of a
device is also limited by pressure. Quality factor of MEMS is low at atmospheric
pressure (~760 Torr), as shown in Fig. 1.3. Prikhodko et al. [4] used vacuum packaging
to enhance the quality factor of a MEMS gyroscope. They reported quality factor of 1000
in moderate vacuum (0.5 Torr) and 1.2 million at high vacuum (~0.1 mTorr). But they
are very expensive methods to achieve high quality factor.

Fig. 1.3 Quality factor vs. Pressure of quadruple mass gyroscope. Each point in the curve
represents different vacuum packaging procedure. This figure is collected from [4].
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Different groups reported gyroscopes with different quality factor and bias stability
[5]-[7]. Everybody is aiming to achieve the performance of the Hemispherical Resonator
Gyroscope (HSR) currently holds the record for lowest bias stability at 10-4 hr. This is
partially enabled by its exceptionally high quality factor above 10 million. But at the
same time the cost of HSR is also high, which is around $100,000 [4]. The price of
gyroscope increases as we try to achieve high performance.
1.2. Prior Effort
Prior efforts to address process variation include post-fabrication micromachining
and electrical tuning as follows.
1.2.1. Post-Fabrication Micromachining
Methods that remove material to adjust mass or stiffness include laser trimming [8]
and ion milling [9]. High resolution laser trimming can be achieved if lasers operating in
the ultraviolet region are used. However, this method requires costly instruments with
complicated mechanism containing a lens and focus system. Hu et al. [10] used UV
nanosecond laser trimming on a gyroscope to reduce coupling error signal by 97% and
zero velocity output by 94%. Another way to remove material is by selective etching. K.
Tanaka et al. [9] adjusted the height of the beam by ion milling and width was adjusted
by reactive ion etching. The material removal rate was reported as 50 nm per minute.
Adjustment using etching may cause unwanted etching in some part of the device which
may cause further deviation in performance. Thus well controlled adjustment becomes a
challenge.
Methods that add material appear to be more refined. Joachim et al. [11] used
selective polysilicon deposition (SPD) for frequency tuning. An increment of resonant
frequency of 2% was reported by increasing the cross section by 57%. The deposition
rate was 0.1µm/minute, which is three times faster than LPCVD. Enderling et al. [12]
used silver electro-deposition on surface micromachined polysilicon resonators to tune
the frequency from -10% to 11%. Performance tuning via deposition methods can be
costly, often require high temperature processes, can be limited in precision, and may not
be feasible for all devices.
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1.2.2. Electrical Tuning
Some other efforts have focused on electrical tuning of performance. Mehta et al.
[13] used position controlled feedback to control the effective stiffness of a microcantilever to improve the quality factor for biological sensing applications. The cantilever
was excited by Brownian interaction, and the quality factor was increased by three
orders. Position sensing was done by laser beam reflection from the free end of the
cantilever. Boser and Howe [14] discussed the use of electrostatic force-feedback to
improve the linearity, bandwidth, and dynamic range. They showed that the resonant
frequency of a sensing element can be optimized regardless of the desired sensor
bandwidth. Their approach used position controlled electrostatic feedback to extend the
bandwidth and to minimize the noise floor. They also improved the quality factor by
position controlled feedback. Jiang et al. [15] demonstrated the use of digital forcefeedback upon a MEMS gyroscope in order to lower the noise floor down to the thermal
noise limit. They sensed the position of the device and generated digital signals to apply
pulse forces accordingly. Their on-chip position sense circuit uses correlated double
sampling to reject 1/f noise and thermal noise, and resolve 2pm displacements. They
reported a noise floor of 3° sec √Hz. Lee et al. [16] demonstrated frequency tunable
micro-resonators. By a combination of Joule heat and electrostatic force they were able to
modulate effective stiffness and show up to 27% reduction in stiffness and up to 24%
increase in resonant frequency. Lee et al. [17] demonstrated resonators with tapered comb
fingers for electrostatic tuning. With a 150V DC bias, they were able to reduce the
effective stiffness by 80% and the resonant frequency by 50%. Handtmann et al. [18]
used electrostatic capacitor sensor and actuator pairs to sense a displacement and used
force feedback pulses for position re-zeroing for significant reduction of the total noise
floor by 12dB. Liang et al. [19] proposed velocity feedback to control damping of a
system that reduced thermally-induced vibration by a factor of 3 at room temperature.
Prakash et al. [20] demonstrated feedback position multiplied by a time-varying term to
create a time-varying stiffness for parametric amplification. The system was used to
create mechanical squeezed states where the thermal vibration of a micro-cantilever was
reduced in amplitude by a factor of 2 less than the free thermal equilibrium value. They
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reported enhancement of effective quality factor by two orders of magnitude and
improvement of the mass sensing capabilities of a conventional micro-cantilever into the
sub-pg regime. Loveday et al. [21] used position and velocity feedback to control
piezoelectric resonators to tune their frequency and quality factor. They demonstrated a
resonant frequency change of 10Hz, with an electronic gain of 2, and improvement in
quality factor by a factor of 4. Adams et al. [22] used combination of electrostatic
actuators to exert electrostatic force on the spring of a uniaxial micro-oscillator. They
were able to tune both linear and cubic stiffness coefficients of the system independently.
They reported tuning of the cubic stiffness from 0.31×1011 N/m3 to −5.1×1011 N/m3.
They also reported tuning of resonant frequency up to 23% and −11.5% from the
mechanical value, due to 20V and 45V of tuning voltages, respectively.
The above mentioned prior art in feedback control did not take into account the
delay in feedback. Hu [23] showed that in a linear undamped system, delayed
displacement feedback can stabilize almost all frequency of the system if fundamental
frequencies are higher than the natural frequency. He also showed that delayed velocity
feedback can extend the working frequency range of delayed displacement feedback.
Green [24] included delay in bifurcation analysis. With cubic nonlinearity, the system
undergoes an oscillatory instability. Green showed that the addition of delay resulted
number of periodic solutions with constant amplitude and constant frequency. He
described the system under delayed response or feedback with delay differential equation.
Nayfeh and Nayfeh [25] used time-delayed acceleration feedback to enhance stability of
lathe cutting tools and they used delay differential equation to describe their system under
feedback. Asaleem and Younis [26] theoretically investigated the dynamics of delayed
feedback MEMS resonator using a shooting technique and basin-of-attraction analysis.
Alsaleem et al. [27] also verified their results using experiments. Shao et al. [28] studied
the effect of a time-delayed feedback controller on the dynamics of a MEMS capacitor.
They reported that negative time-delay feedback control can lead to unstable responses
while the positive time delay can strengthen the system stability. They also demonstrated
control of damping by tuning gain amplitude and delay period.
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1.3. Our Solution: Performance-on-Demand MEMS
Although prior efforts in electronic tuning have resulted in a small range and
qualitative means of tuning effective stiffness or damping, it appears that a broad-range,
accurate, and comprehensive means of tuning effective mass, damping, and stiffness have
yet to be reported. Our research group has already demonstrated a self-calibratable means
of accurately measuring gap in [29], [30], which leads to accurate measurements of
displacement, comb force, stiffness, mass, etc. In this thesis, we propose a novel
electronic tuning scheme by producing electrostatic feedback forces proportional to the
displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the proof mass. Such feedback forces emulate
an effective increase or decrease of stiffness, damping, and or mass of the system and
enable dynamic control of such system parameters. Thus we will have the ability to tune
resonant frequency, quality factor etc. through our tuning scheme. Our technology might
be used to help compensate for performance variations due to processing, packaging,
temperature, noise, or application mode. This may lead to MEMS that can fully adjust
performance on demand (PODMEMS). Thus we may enable one device to tune itself for
multiple applications. In this study, the range of dynamic control is explored while
considering non-idealities such as circuit delay, noise, and process variations.
1.4. Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. An analytical steady-state model of our feedback
system is derived in Chapter 2, which includes feedback delay. Expressions for
determining the control range of our feedback system at steady-state is derived and
discussed in Chapter 3. We analyzed a test system and verified our analytical model
using transient simulation in Chapter 4. We explored the effect of delayed feedback in
our system in Chapter 5. We explored the effect of delay in resonant frequency,
amplitude and phase difference. We proposed and modeled a possible feedback circuit in
Chapter 6, which will enable the mechanism described in the previous chapters. We
performed simulation on a test structure considering thermal noise and delay from
feedback circuit in Chapter 7. We analyzed control of stiffness, damping, and mass of the
system. We also analyzed the critical, over, and under damping of the system and
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reduction of thermally-induced vibration in the mechanical system. Finally, we conclude
with our findings in Chapter 8.

9

2. ANALYTICAL MODELING

2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the device structure on which we performed our analysis
under our feedback mechanism. We describe our concept of effective parameter control
and derive an analytical expression for the steady-state response of MEMS. With that
analytical model we illustrated how feedback forces emulate an increase or decrease in
effective mass, damping, and or stiffness. We have taken into account the delay in
feedback action. We have showed how delay causes attenuation in effective parameters
and cross-talk among different electric parameters.
2.2. Device Structure

Fig. 2.1 MEMS + feedback component. A symmetric feedback component on the left
side (not shown operates 18 out of phase.
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Our MEMS test case consists of a pair of folded flexures and pairs of sense and drive
combs on either side, as shown in Fig. 1. Pairs of comb drives allow the pulling forces on
the proof mass to alternate for continuous force feedback throughout the cycles. Sense
and drive combs are on the same side. A feedback system is connected between each pair
of sense and drive combs. The proof mass is biased at sensing voltage signal. Detail
about the feedback system and biasing will be covered in chapter 6.
2.3. Equation of Motion
The equation of motion of MEMS is often described by a 2nd order ordinary
differential equation (ODE) given by
Mx  Dx  Kx  Fdr

(2.1)

where, M, D, and K are mechanical mass, damping and stiffness and Fdr is the drive
force. Here, we are applying feedback forces which are proportional to acceleration,
velocity, and displacement of the proof mass. These feedback forces in our case are
subject to finite delay, which comes from the sensing of displacement, velocity, and
acceleration. Under the delayed feedback forces, the equation of motion of PODMEMS is
well described by a 2nd order delay differential equation (DDE) given by

Mx  t   Dx  t   Kx  t   Fdr  t   M e x  t  1   De x  t   2   Ke x t   3 

(2.2)

where, τ1, τ2, and τ3 are the time taken between sensing of acceleration, velocity, and
displacement and application of their corresponding feedback forces. Me, De, and Ke are
electrical mass, damping, and stiffness. The delay differential equations (DDEs) have
been used to model a wide range of physical applications where dependent variable
depends on a past value of the independent variable. The DDEs are sometimes studied in
a similar way as done for ODEs. But they are indeed two different kinds of differential
equations [31].
The use of delayed differential equation to describe a system under feedback has
been used by different research groups previously. Shao et al. [28] used DDE to study the
effect of time-delay feedback controller on the dynamics of a MEMS capacitor actuated
by both DC and AC voltages. Wang et al. [32] used DDE to study on the dynamics of a
controlled Duffing oscillator with delayed displacement feedback.
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2.4. s-Domain Analysis
We are going to use Laplace Transform to convert the equation into s-domain and
solve it for each of the delayed feedback forces. The Laplace Transformation table can be
found in appendix B. The Laplace Transformed form is given by
M  s 2 X  s   sx  0   x  0    D  sX  s   x  0    KX  s   Fdr  s 
 M ee1s  s 2 X  s   sx  1s   x  1s    Dee  2 s  sX  s   x   2 s    K ee  3s X  s 

(2.3)

We use the initial conditions x(0)  xi and x(0)  0 . We also set the initial
conditions x(1s)  x(1s)  x( 2 s)  0 assuming device was motionless for t < 0.
Applying these initial conditions in (2.3) and re-arranging the equation will yield the
displacement of the system under delayed feedback in s-domain as

X s 

Fdr  s   sxi M  xi D

s M  Ds  K  M ee1s s 2  Dee 2 s s  K ee  3s
2

(2.4)

For our analysis here we are going to apply a sinusoidal force Fdr  t   Fdr ,0 cos t  ,
the Laplace Transform of which is Fdr  s   Fdr ,0

s
.
s  2
2

2.4.1. s-Domain Analysis for Delayed Stiffness Force
Here we are going to consider only the delayed stiffness force by setting Me = De = 0
in (2.4). Thus we can write
s
 sxi M  xi D
2
s


X s  2
s M  Ds  K  K ee 3s
Fdr ,0

2

(2.5)

Since the 2nd order polynomial already exists in the denominator of (2.5), we are
going to expand e 3s up to 2nd order using Taylor’s expansion.
e 3s  1   3 s 

 32 s 2
2

(2.6)

From Fig. 2.2, we can see that the 2nd order expansions remains valid as long as
τ3s<0.3. The maximum error that can occur from this approximation is ~0.56%. For this
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range 1st order approximation gives maximum 5.88% error. For 1st order approximation
to reasonably valid it is required that τ1s<0.1.
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Fig. 2.2 Approximation of e z using Taylor’s expansion.

Applying the approximation in (2.5) yields
s
s
 sxi M  xi D
Fdr ,0 2
 sxi M  xi D
2
2
s

s



(2.7)
X s 

2
*
*
*
1 2 
s
M

sD

K
2
s  M   3 K   s  D   3 Ke   K  Ke
2


Fdr ,0

2

1
where M *  M   32 K , D*  D   3 Ke , and K *  K  Ke . This indicates that delayed
2

feedback only modulate the apparent mass, damping, and stiffness. We can re-arrange
(2.7) into more general form as

s
  s2
X s 
2
2
M *  s   *  d* 


Fdr ,0 s
Msxi  xi D


2
2
2
M *  s   *  d*  M *  s   *  d*



Msxi  xi D  Fdr ,0





2

  

  



(2.8)

    
2

2

 s2
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where 0*  K * M * ,  *  D* 2M * , and d* 

*
0

2

*

2

. Using partial fractions

method we can write

s



 s *



d*

2

As  B



 s      

   
2

  2  s2



*

2

d*

2

 Ps2  R2
 s

(2.9)

where A, B, P, Q are constants which can be determined by following four equations:
A  P ,

(2.10)

B  R  2 * P  0 ,

(2.11)

 

A 2  P  *

2

 

 P d*

 

B 2  R  *

2

2

 2 * R  1, and

 

 R d*

2

 0.

(2.12)
(2.13)

We can further re-arrange (2.8) as

X ( s) 

As  B

 s      
*

A

2

*
d

2

 Ps2  R2
 s

s *

 s      
*

2

*
d

2

 B  A * 
d*


*
2
 d  s   *  d*



  

2

 P 2 s 2  R 2 2
 s   s

(2.14)

F
F
 Mx F

F
xD
where A   *i  dr *,0 A  , B   dr *,0 B  i *  , P  dr *,0 P , and R  dr *,0 R . We are
M
M 
M
M
M

 M
not evaluating the terms here since we are concerned about qualitative approach. Inverse
Laplace transforming (2.14) yields
 B  A *   *t
*
*
R
x(t )  Ae t cos d* t  
 e sin d t  P cos t    sin t  (2.15)
*
 d 

 

 

Thus we can see that the delayed feedback modulates the effective mass, damping,
and stiffness of the device. At steady state i.e. at t   , (2.15) becomes

x(t )  P cos t   R sin t 



(2.16)

In more general form, we can write the steady state response as

x(t )  x0e jt .

(2.17)
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This derivation was made under the assumption that  s ≤0.3. In Laplace
transformation s    j . In our steady state case   0 . For our test analysis resonant
frequency ωr is around 50krad sec (period~125μs . So the approximation is valid for a
delay up to 6μs. This means that the delay is 3.2% of the total period. A steady-state
model of displacement will be derived later.
2.4.2. s-Domain Analysis for Delayed Damping Force
Here we are going to consider only the delayed stiffness force by setting Me = Ke = 0
in (2.4). Thus we can write

X s 

Fdr  s   sxi M

s M  Ds  K  Dee 2 s s
2

(2.18)

Since our goal is to keep the denominator of 2nd order, we are going to use Taylor’s
expansion up to 1st order for e 2 s . Thus (2.18) becomes

s
s
 sxi M
Fdr ,0 2
 sxi M
2
2
s


s


X s  2

s  M   2 De    D  De  s  K
s 2 M *  sD*  K
Fdr ,0

2

(2.19)

where M *  M   2 De , and D*  D  De . This indicates that delayed feedback only
modulate the apparent mass, and damping. The inverse transform of (2.19) yields a
steady-state displacement of exact expression given by (2.17). The approximation

 s ≤0.1 is valid for a delay up to 2μs for our test case which is a delay 1.6% of the total
period.
2.4.3. s-Domain Analysis for Delayed Mass Force
Here we are going to consider only the delayed stiffness force by setting De = Ke = 0
in (2.4). Thus we can write

X s 

Fdr  s   sxi M

s M  Ds  K  M ee1s s 2
2

(2.20)

But in this case, even the 1st order approximation of e1s will increase the order of
the denominator. Under 1st order expansion of e1s , (2.20) becomes
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s
 sxi M
2
s


X s 
1M e s3  s 2  M  M e   Ds  K
Fdr ,0

2

(2.21)

This 3rd order denominator is hard to solve by hand, but this can be discussed
qualitatively. The denominator only contributes to the transient term in the time domain
displacement expression as we have seen previously. The 3rd order polynomial will give
two complex conjugates and one real number as roots. When we will inverse transform
this expression, the complex conjugates will give sinusoidal decaying terms as we have
seen before. This term will go to zero for steady state. The real root of denominator will
give an exponential component similar to eCt where C depends on  1 and M e .
Numerically we found that C is negative for negative Me and C is positive for positive
Me. That means when we try to decrease the mass of the system with negative Me, the
solution eCt goes to zero at steady-state. But when we will try to increase the mass of the
system with positive Me, the solution eCt becomes exponentially increasing. Thus the
system is not stable for positive value of Me.
2.5. Derivation of Steady State Response
A sinusoidal electrostatic driving force Fdr  Fdr ,0e jt is applied on the proof mass
through the comb drives, where ω is the driving frequency and Fdr ,0 is the drive force
amplitude. Electric tuning of mass, damping, and stiffness are applied in this analysis by
electrostatic feedback forces Ffb that are proportional to acceleration, velocity, and
displacement. The equation of motion is

Mx  Dx  Kx  Fdr  F fb

 

 

 

 Fdr   FM x  3  FD x 2  FK x1 



(2.22)

 Fdr   M e x  3  De x 2  K e x1 
where FK  Ke x1 , FD  De x 2 , and FM  M e x 3 are feedback forces proportional to
delayed displacement

x1  x  t  1  , velocity

x 2  x  t   2  , and acceleration

x 3  x  t   3  , subject to time delays τ1, τ2, and τ3 due to feedback response. Here, we
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assumed unequal delays for each sensed quantity because sensing of velocity will require
much more electronics stages than sensing of displacement, and sensing of acceleration
will require much more electronics stages than sensing of velocity. The quantities Ke, De,
and Me are the electrically-generated proportionality constants that constructively or
destructively contribute to the MEMS mechanical stiffness, damping, and or mass.
Due to the sinusoidal drive force Fdr, the steady-state response will be similar to that
j t  
given by (2.17). Here, we assume a response x  t   x0e 
with a phase difference ϕ.

x0 is the amplitude of motion and ϕ is the phase difference between mechanical response
frequency and applied electrical driving frequency. Thus the delayed displacement,
velocity,

and

acceleration

will

be

given

by

j   t 1  
x  t  1   x0e 
,

j   t  2  
j   t  3  
x  t   2   j x0e 
, and x  t   3    2 x0e 
. This type of assumption to

solve delay differential equation has been used by Green [24] and Shao et al. [28]
previously. By substituting these steady-state forms into (2.22), the resulting real and
imaginary parts are

Fdr ,0 cos 
x0

  M  2  K  M e 2 cos  3    De sin  2   Ke cos 1 

Fdr ,0 sin 
x0

  D  M e 2 sin  3    De cos  2   Ke sin 1 

(2.23)

(2.24)

2.5.1. Displacement Amplitude
Displacement amplitude x0 is found by squaring and then summing (2.23) and (2.24)
as

x0   

Fdr ,0



 



K  K e cos 1   M  M e cos  3   De 1 sin  2   2





 D  De cos  2   K e 1 sin 1   M e sin  3   2


Fdr ,0

K

eff

  2 M eff



2

2
 Deff
2

2

2

(2.25)
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where the second relation in (2.25) is determined by an equation of motion in the
standard form
M eff x  Deff x  Keff x  Fdr

(2.26)

and where we identify the effective mass Meff, damping Deff, and stiffness Keff between the
two relations in (2.26) as

M eff  M  M e cos  3   De 1 sin  2  ,

(2.27)

Deff  D  De cos  2   Ke 1 sin 1   M e sin  3  , and

(2.28)

Keff  K  Ke cos 1  .

(2.29)

The feedback delay appearing in the sinusoidal terms are similar to the “periodicity
in delay” observed by Wang et al. [32]. For small delay such as ~50ns, ωτ is insignificant
and we can do first-order approximation as sin     or cos    1 . Thus (2.27)(2.29) becomes
M eff  M  M e   2 De ,

(2.30)

Deff  D  De  1Ke   3 2 M e , and

(2.31)

Keff  K  Ke .

(2.32)

The first-order approximations (2.30)-(2.32) can be used only if ωτ is insignificant.
Otherwise, the exact relations in (2.27)-(2.29) can be used. It can be observed that the
electrical damping appears in Meff, and both electrical stiffness and mass appears in Deff.
But no unwanted term occurs in Keff. These cross-talks are further analyzed in the next
section. The model will be verified for effective parameters with numerical simulation in
the Chapter 4. The effect of delay on the effective parameters and the displacement
amplitude will be discussed in Chapter 5.
2.5.2. Phase Difference
The phase difference between the drive and response is found by the ratio of (2.24)
to (2.23) as



    tan 1 

 Deff

 Keff   2 M eff







(2.33)
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where the effective parameters are given by (2.27) to (2.29). The phase difference under
the feedback operation is a function of the delay. The effect of delay in phase difference
will be discussed in Chapter 5.
2.6. Delay Induced Attenuation and Crosstalk
As seen in (2.27)-(2.29), the feedback delay τ affects Meff, Deff, and Keff through
attenuation and crosstalk. Electrical parameters Me, De and Ke are attenuated by a factor
similar to cos   . And there is crosstalk in Meff due to De and crosstalk in Deff due to
both Me and Ke. As the delay of the feedback system increases, the electrical parameters
get more attenuated and the crosstalk among different electrical parameters increases.
2.6.1. Delay in Displacement Sensing
The sensed displacement subject to delay x  x  t  1  can be expressed as

x  x0 cos   t  1    
 x0 cos t    cos 1   x0 sin t    sin 1 

(2.34)

 x0 cos t     1 x0 sin t    .
The first term is in-phase with x and the second term is lagging x by 90º. This out-ofphase term is in-phase with negative velocity  x , which is the cause of the 1Ke
crosstalk in (2.31). The first-order approximation in (2.31) applies when 1

1.

2.6.2. Delay in Velocity and Acceleration Sensing
Similarly, sensed velocity x  x  t   2  and sensed acceleration x  x  t   3  can
be expressed as

x   x0 sin   t   2    
  x0 sin t    cos  2    x0 cos t    sin  2 

(2.35)

  x0 sin t      2 2 x0 cos t    ,

x   2 x0 cos   t   3    
  2 x0 cos t    cos  3    2 x0 sin t    sin  3 
  2 x0 cos t      3 3 x0 sin t    ,

(2.36)
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where the first terms in (2.35) and (2.36) are in-phase with x and x , and the second
terms are leading x and x by 90º. The out-of-phase terms in (2.35) and (2.36) are inphase with negative of acceleration  x and velocity x , respectively. That is, they cause
the  2 De and  3 2 M e crosstalk in (2.30) and (2.31).
The amount of crosstalk is proportional to feedback delay, to first order. From (2.30)
the relative error from crosstalk in M eff is  2 De  M  M e  , and from (2.31) the relative



error in Deff is  3 2 M e  1Ke

 D  D  .
e

It can be observed that the cross talk in

effective damping is present from both Me and Ke. Depending on the signs of Me and Ke
the effective damping can increase or decrease due to the cross-talk. The effect will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
2.7. Useful Relations
Some other useful relations derived from (2.4) are


Time constant,

1

 eff




d ,eff
2

Fdr ,0
Deff d ,eff

(2.39)

(2.40)

Velocity resonance or undamped displacement resonance,

0,eff 


(2.38)

Velocity resonance,

x0     x0  


(2.37)

Amplitude at displacement resonance,

xmax 


Deff

Quality factor,

Qeff 


2M eff

Frequencies,

K eff
M eff

(2.41)
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2
2
r2  0,2 eff  2 eff
 d2   eff
 2d2,eff  0,2 eff

(2.42)

where ωr is displacement resonance, and ωd,eff is natural resonance or displacement
resonance without drive excitation. And for over-, under- or critically-damped systems,
2
is either greater than, less than, or equal to 4M eff Keff , respectively.
Deff
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3. CONTROL RANGE

3.1. Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the control range of the electrical parameters Me, De, and
Ke. We have voltage constraints for both feedback and drive voltages. With this
constraint, the control on electrical parameters is limited. We show that how the electrical
parameters Me, De, and Ke are related to mechanical parameters, delay, and both feedback
and drive voltage magnitudes. We show that they depend on the ratio of the feedback to
drive voltage amplitudes V fb,0 Vdr ,0 .
3.2. Dependence of Electrical Parameters on Voltage Magnitudes
Comb drive forces for feedback and drive can be expressed as

Ffb  1 V fb2

(3.1)

Fdr  1 Vdr2

(3.2)

2

2

where   C x is a comb drive constant, C is the measured change in comb drive
capacitance and x is the corresponding change in comb drive displacement [17]. To
simplify our analysis, we assume  is the same for each drive.
The force amplitude for which the electrical parameters Ke, De, or Me can be held
constant throughout a cycle is

FK ,0  FK  x0   Ke x0 ,

(3.3)

FD,0  FD  x0   De x0  De x0 , or

(3.4)

FM ,0  FM  x0   M e x0  M e 2 x0

(3.5)

Since the amplitude of feedback force due to feedback voltage is Ffb,0  1 V fb2 ,0 ,
2

constant values of Ke, De, and Me in (3.3)-(3.5) may be expressed as
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V fb2 ,0

Ke 

V fb2 ,0

De 

,

(3.6)

, and

(3.7)

2 x0

2 x0

Me 

V fb2 ,0
2 2 x0

.

(3.8)

By substituting the drive force amplitude Fdr,0 into (2.25), displacement amplitude
can be expressed as
x0 

K

1
Vdr2 ,0
2
  M eff
2

eff

   D 
2

2

.

(3.9)

eff

So constant steady-state values of Ke, De, and Me must implicitly satisfy

K

Ke 

De 

K

1



Me 

1

2

  M eff
2

eff

  M eff
2

eff

K

2

2

eff

   D 
2

  M eff
2

eff

   D 
2

 V fb,0 

  0 ,
V
dr
,0



(3.10)

2

2

eff

 V fb,0 

  0 , and
 Vdr ,0 

   D 
2

eff

(3.11)

2

2

 V fb,0 

  0 .
V
dr
,0



(3.12)

where Keff is a function of K e  , Deff is a function of Ke , De , M e  , and Meff is a function
of Ke , M e  as seen in (2.27)-(2.29). Solving (3.10)-(3.12) for Ke, De, and Me involves
solving a 3rd order polynomial. The equations reduce to 2nd order polynomial if we
consider one parameter at a time.
These equations are very important since they describe the complicated relation
among the electrical parameters, delay, and the voltage magnitudes. For a particular delay





and a given voltage ratio V fb,0 Vdr ,0 , (3.10)-(3.12) will provide the information on how
one parameter will affect other parameters at maximum displacement, velocity, and
acceleration, respectively. The dependence among Ke, De, and Me indicates that for a
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given voltage ratio there exist a trade-off among the parameters. Considering the voltage
constraint, we can’t increase three of the parameters together but have to keep the
combination of all the electrical parameters within the voltage limit for proper operation.
3.3. Individual Control Range of Electrical Parameters
If only Ke, De, or Me is active in the system, then solving (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12)
(with τ1=τ, τ2=2τ, and τ3=3τ) reduces to 2nd order polynomials as follows:

K  K

Ke 

De 

 M



2

  D   K e 

2

 K   M  2  D 

1

2



Me 

e

2

2

2

 V fb,0 

  0 ,
 Vdr ,0 
2

2

e

  D   De 

2

 V fb,0 

  0 , and
 Vdr ,0 

 K   M   M    D  3 M 

1

2

2

2

(3.13)

2

3

e

e

(3.14)

2

2

 V fb,0 

  0 .
V
 dr ,0 

(3.15)

It should be noticed that even if we are keeping one parameter active at a time, but
its cross-talk in other parameter should be taken into account according to (2.30)-(2.32).
Solving these 2nd order polynomials yield:
1 1 
Ke 

1  1 
De 

2

 K   M 
2

 Vdr4 ,0
 4
 V fb,0


1

2



2



Me 

2



 Vdr4 ,0

  D  4 1  2 
 V fb,0



,

1 2 


2

2





2

2

2



(3.17)




V4 
  2 D 2 1  9 2  dr4 ,0 

V fb,0 

.
4 

V
 1  9 2  dr4 ,0 

V fb,0 

2

(3.16)



4 

2 4
2 Vdr ,0
K   M   D  1  4    4 

V fb,0 

, and
4 

V
 1  4 2 4   2 dr4 ,0 

V fb,0 

2

1 1  2 K  2M
1

2

(3.18)
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where the parameters α, β, and λ depends only on the mechanical parameters as
1
,
K    M  D

(3.19)

1
, and
D  2 K  2 2 M

(3.20)

1
.
K   M  3 2 D

(3.21)






2

2

3.3.1. Individual Parameters at Resonance
If only Ke, De, or Me is active in the system, then the resonant frequency



0

 K eff M eff



of the system will be

 K  Ke 

M,

K  M   De  , and

K  M  M e  respectively, where effective parameters are determined from (2.30)-

(2.32). Thus (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) becomes


 2 K e3   2 K  2 D  M



Vdr4 ,0  2
 K  D  D  2 K  K e  KD 2  0 ,
4  e
V fb,0 

(3.22)


 Vdr4 ,0  3   Vdr4 ,0 
  4  1 De   M  4  1    K  2 D   De2  D  2 M   D  De  MD 2  0 , (3.23)
 V fb,0 


  V fb,0 




and K

Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0


V4

2
M e3   KM dr4 ,0   D  3 K   M e2  2 DM  D  3 K  M e  D 2 M 2  0 . (3.24)
V fb,0



Here, (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) are 3rd order polynomial. Without the effect of delay,
(3.22) and (3.23) also become 2nd order polynomial but (3.24) remains 3rd order even for
ideal case. But it can be solved easily which will be shown later.
3.3.2. Considering Ideal Case
If the delay of the system is zero i.e. τ ~ 0, we can write (3.22)-(3.24) as

M

Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0

K e2  D 2 K e  KD 2  0 ,

(3.25)
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K

Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0

M e3

 Vdr4 ,0  2
 4  1 De  2 DDe  D 2  0 , and
 V fb,0 



(3.26)



Vdr4 ,0


  KM 4  D 2  M e2  2 D 2 MM e  D 2 M 2  0 .
V fb,0





(3.27)

Solving (3.25), and (3.26) yield

Ke  D

4
4MK Vdr ,0
1 1
D 2 V fb4 ,0
2

2M

Vdr4 ,0

(3.28)

V fb4 ,0

1
De  D

, and

Vdr2 ,0
V fb2 ,0

 Vdr4 ,0 
 4  1
 V fb,0 



.

(3.29)

Solving (3.27) can be done as

K

Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0

K
K

V4


M e3   KM dr4 ,0  D 2  M e2  2 D 2 MM e  D 2 M 2  0
V fb,0



Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0
Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0

M e3

 KM

Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0

M e2  D 2 M e2  2 D 2 MM e  D 2 M 2  0

M e2  M e  M   D 2  M e  M   0
2

 Vdr4 ,0 2

  M e  M   K 4 M e  D2M e  D2M   0
 V fb,0



which is true if Me = −M. But this indicates that the effective mass Meff = 0 which is not
our purpose. So solving the 2nd order polynomial yields

Me  D

4
4 KM Vdr ,0
1 1
D 2 V fb4 ,0
2

2K

Vdr4 ,0
V fb4 ,0

.

(3.30)
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Interesting observation is that both (3.28) and (3.30) depends on the ratio

 4KM 

D2 , which indicates the mechanical damping condition. This ratio is greater

than 1 if mechanical system is under damped, equal to 1 if mechanical system is
critically-damped, and less than 1 if mechanical system is over-damped. For our test case
system is mechanically under-damped. In Chapter 6 we show how solutions of (3.10)(3.12) may instead be expressed in terms of circuit parameters.
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4. VERIFICATION

4.1. Introduction
We verify our analytical model using the test case shown in Fig. 2.1 by
demonstrating well-controlled shifts in resonance frequency and quality factor, and by
comparing our analytical time constant against transient simulations.
For brevity in the following analyses, we define the terms in (2.27)-(2.29) as

M e  M e cos  3   De 1 sin  2   M e  2 De ,

(4.1)

De  De cos  2   Ke 1 sin    M e sin  3   De   Ke  3 2 M e , and (4.2)
Ke  Ke cos    Ke .

(4.3)

4.2. MEMS Structure and Material
The test case consists of a pair of folded flexures and two pairs of 100 finger comb
drives. The test device has the following structural parameters:

Table. 4.1 Structural parameters for the test structure.
Parameter
Dimension
Parameter
Dimension
Device layer thickness, h

20 µm

Plate length, L1

84 µm

Structure-to-substrate

2 µm

Average overlap of

10 µm

gap, ggnd

comb fingers, L0

Beam width, w

2 µm

Flexure length, L

294.7 µm

Number of comb

Gap between fingers, g

2 µm

fingers for sensor or

Comb finger length, Lf

20 µm

actuator, N

Comb finger width, wf

2 µm

Proof mass area, am

100

17424 μm2
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The

proof

mass

area

is

calculated

considering

the

comb

fingers

as

am,initial  L12  4Lw  2 Nw f L f . The test structure is made of polysilicon with Young’s
modulus E = 160 GPa, density ρ = 2300 kg/m3. Viscosity of air is µ = 1.75×10-5 sPa.
The compact mass (M), damping (D), and stiffness (K) of the test structure are
M = ρ × volume = ρamh = 8x10-10 kg,

 am

D=

K=

g gnd

= 1.55×10-7 Ns/m, and

3Ehw3
L
12  
2

3

= 2N/m.

The time constant, velocity resonance, natural resonance, and quality factor due to
mechanical parameters are given by

1





2M
 = 0.0103 s,
D

0 

K
= 50krad/s,
M

d  02   2 ≈ 5 krad s, and
Q

d
= 257.5.
2

4.3. Control on Dynamic Parameters
The dynamic parameters such as resonant frequency, bandwidth, quality factor etc.
can be controlled by controlling the effective parameters. Here we assumed τ3=3τ, τ1=2τ,
and τ1=τ, whre τ = 50ns.
4.3.1. Control on Frequency Response
The basic concept of controlling effective mass, damping, and stiffness for
controlling the frequency response of single MEMS is exemplified in Fig. 4.1. The
displacement resonant frequencies ωr are found by differentiating (2.25) with respect to
ω and setting the resulting slope to 0. The maximum amplitudes are x0,res  x0 r  .
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The zero-feedback resonance response is ωr = 50krad/sec. Using feedback, we
demonstrating halving and doubling the conventional resonance frequency by increasing
or decreasing Keff or Meff. That is, resonance can be halved by increasing the effective
mass

to

M eff  M  M e  4M

or

by

decreasing

effective

stiffness

to

Keff  K  Ke  K  3K 4  K 4 , r ,eff  Keff M eff  12 K M . Or resonance can be
doubled by degreasing the effective mass to M eff  M 4 or by increasing the effective
stiffness to Keff  4 K , r  Keff M eff  2 K M . For increased bandwidth, damping
is 3D. The largest amount of crosstalk in Meff and Deff is 0.01% and ±100%, respectively.

3

2.62m
2.15m

2.05m

x0 [m]

2

1.52m
0.82m

1
K/4

M, K

4K
M/4

4M

0
25

50
75
 [krad/sec]

100

Fig. 4.1 Frequency responses of a single MEMS subject to various amounts of Meff and
Keff to half or double its resonance frequency r ,eff  Keff M eff . RelErr = 0.004% due
to τ = 50ns.

4.3.2. Variation Compensation
Systemic variations may cause M and K to deviate from desired values as designed.
For instance, if the geometry of our test case were to deviate by ± .25μm due to over
etch, then K could vary from −58.6% to 99.2%, M could vary from −3.3% to 3.3%,
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which implies that resonance frequency could vary from −38.9% to 34.6%. This means
for our test case (50krad/sec) the mechanical resonant frequency can be within
30.55krad/sec to 67.3krad/sec. Our feedback mechanism can be used to compensate such
variations, as well as performance variations due to temperature and packaging stresses.
For example, we need Ke = 0.28K to −0.14K = 0.56 to −0.28 to compensate for the
deviation mentioned above.
4.3.3. Control on Quality Factor
The quality factor of a MEMS structure can be increased by reducing Deff as
described by (2.31). As shown in Fig. 4.2, Qeff is plotted as a function of De, which ranges
from –0.9D to 0.9D. The dot on the curve in Fig. 4.2 is the point where De = 0 i.e. quality
factor corresponding to mechanical parameters only.

10

Qeff / Q

8
6
De =0

4
D <0
e

2
0

-0.9

-0.6

-0.3

De >0

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

De / D
Fig. 4.2 Quality factor response of a MEMS. Energy lost per cycle can be replaced by a
negative De. For delay τ = 50ns, the relative error in control is RelErr = 0.0005%.

4.4. Analytical Model vs. Transient Simulation
We verify our analytical steady-state model (2.25) against numerical simulation of
Mx  Dx  Kx  f n  Ffb

(4.4)
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where fn is white thermal noise. We did not apply any drive force for numerical analysis
i.e. Fdr = 0 and initial conditions for simulation are x  0   0 and x  0   x0 . We
simulated the transient characteristics under our feedback force as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Displacement (m)

4

Simulation
Fitting Data
Fitted Curve

2
0
-2
-4

0

1

2

3
4
Time (ms)

5

6

Fig. 4.3 Numerical simulation of the transient state of our test system under feedback.
The cross sign (×) in the figure is the extracted peak points from the numerical
simulation. These peak points are used for fitting the curve to an exponential equation.
The fitted curve is used to extract the decay rate of the transient simulation. Initial
condition: x  0   0 and x  0   4μm .

We numerically simulated the system under one feedback force (FD or FM) at a time.
We used this simulated data and determined the positive peaks. We used the peaks as
data for curve fitting. The fitting data is taken such that it is closely spaced initially and
widely spaced later. Data is fitted to an exponential function given below.

x fit  A exp   Bt   C

(4.5)

where A, B, and C are constants to be determined from fitting. Least-square method is
used for curve fitting [33]. Transient decay rate (B) is extracted from the fitted curve. We
compared this extracted decay rate is compared with the decay rate γ in (2.37) to
determine Deff or Meff. Thus we extracted the effective parameters from numerical
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transient simulation. We compared our analytical model with the numerically simulated
values for verification. In Fig. 4.4, the relative error between analytical and numerical
models is plotted as a function of τ. The deviation is very small which indicates our
model is very accurate. For no delay relative error is 0.00007%. The relative error

Transient-Analytical
[%]
Transient

increases with delay. Relative errors for τ = 50ns and 5000ns are 0.0012%, and 0.63%.

0.006

0.6
0.004

0.4

0.002
0.000
0

0.2

50

100 150 200

0.0
0

1000

2000 3000
 [ns]

4000

5000

Fig. 4.4 Relative error between effective parameters from analytical model and transient
simulation.

4.5. Effect of Cross-Talk in Effective Damping
According to our model in (2.28), the effective damping is subject to a cross-talk
from both Ke and Me. The out-of-phase components of stiffness and mass feedback forces
causes additional damping components which adds to the effective damping either
constructively or destructively, depending on the signs of Ke and Me. The contribution on
damping from the cross-talk of Ke and Me are  Ke and 3 2 M e respectively. These
values can vary the effective damping largely from the predicted value. The effective
value can become zero or negative due to the cross-talk. We demonstrated this in Fig. 4.5
using feedback force for mass control (FM).

Displacement (m)
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Fig. 4.5 Numerical simulation of the test system under feedback force for mass control
(FM) with M e   1 2 M . The effect of delay induced cross-talk on effective damping is
observed for different delay. (a) Delay 3τ = 50ns. Effective damping is positive (Deff =
0.55D) which is causing the response to exponentially decay over time. (b) Delay 3τ =
102ns. Effective damping becomes very low (Deff = 0.005D) due to negative damping
contribution from the cross-talk and response is such that the system is in vacuum. (c)
Delay 3τ = 150ns. Effective damping is negative since the negative damping contribution
from the cross-talk became larger than the mechanical damping due to larger delay and
the response is exponentially increasing in magnitude over time.
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1
We used a negative electrical mass ( M e   M ) to verify the prediction from the
2

model that the damping of the system is decreasing due to increasing delay induced
cross-talk. We turned off electrical stiffness (Ke = 0) and electrical damping (De = 0).
Under these conditions, (2.31) becomes

Deff  D  3 2 M e

(4.6)

1 
1

and the resonant frequency 0  K  M  M e   K  M  M   K M . Under
2 
2

such condition we can find the approximate value of the delay for which the effective
damping of the system will be zero.



D
3K

(4.7)

If the delay becomes close to this value, the effective damping of the system will
become zero and system will operate as it is in vacuum. If the delay is lower than this
value, the system will still have some damping and the response will tend to decay. If the
delay exceeds this value, the effective damping will become negative and the response
will exponentially increase and the system will be unstable. For our test case this value is
~26ns. But this value corresponds to no electrical damping and electrical stiffness. We
assumed such conditions to easily verify our assumption on cross-talk. To verify this we
numerically simulated the test system under feedback force for mass control (FM) and no
drive force (Fdr = 0)
Mx  Dx  Kx  f n  FM

(4.8)

where fn is the white thermal noise force. We assumed initial conditions x  0   0 and

x  0   x0 . We used three different values of delay for simulation to verify our
assumptions on effects of cross-talk in effective damping.
When delay for mass feedback force is around 3τ ≈ 5 ns, the effective damping is
Deff = 0.55D instead of D, as shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). This proves that the effective damping
is decreased due the cross-talk component 3 2 M e where Me is negative. As we increase
the delay, the cross-talk component also increases and the effective damping decreases.
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For feedback delay around 3τ ≈ 1 2ns, the effective damping is Deff = 0.005D as shown
in Fig. 4.5 (b). This is very low damping and the system behaves like it is in vacuum i.e.
without any damping. This simulation result matches well with what we predicted from
our analytical model.
According to our model as we will increase the delay, cross-talk component will be
larger than mechanical damping and will make the effective damping negative. Thus the
system response should increase with time and the system will become unstable. From
our numerical simulation for delay around 3τ ≈ 150ns, the effective damping is negative
and the value is Deff = −0.488D. The response of the system is also increasing
exponentially as shown in Fig. 4.5 (c).
This numerical simulation proves that our model is very accurate and the effect of
delay induced cross-talk was a good prediction from our model. The MATLAB code for
this transient simulation is provided in the appendix section.
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5. EFFECT OF DELAY ON PERFORMANCE

5.1. Introduction
The electronic system that will be using to generate the feedback signal will cause a
delay in the feedback action. This will create some non-idealities in the operation of
PODMEMS. In this chapter we analyzed the effects of delay on the performance of
PODMEMS. We consider the frequency, amplitude, and phase of our test structure as a
function of feedback delay for different families of Me, De, and Ke.
5.2. Delayed Feedback Mechanism
Time delay τ is due to the effective RC time constant of various stages in the
electronic control system. A simplified electrical system is discussed in the next chapter.
In our model described in Chapter 2, we assume a time delay of τ for each stage: i.e., τ for
the displacement stage, an additional τ for velocity stage, and an additional τ for the
acceleration stage. We use our model to analyze the effect of delay on displacement
resonance, displacement, and phase. It should be emphasized that the solution of our
model is not straightforward since it is a nonlinear function of frequency. We need to use
the method of iteration to solve our model. We have provided the MATLAB codes in the
appendix. Our analysis considers a delay range from O(10n) to O(1µ) seconds, depending
on the effective RC of the chosen circuit design. In Figs. 5.1-5.4, we plot the relative
changes in resonance frequency, amplitude, and phase as functions of feedback delay τ,
from 0 to 5000ns.
5.3. Effect of Delay on Displacement Resonance
We used our model (2.25) to analyze how the delay will affect the tuning of resonant
frequency of our PODMEMS. For this purpose, we first changed one of the parameters
(mass, damping, or stiffness) while keeping the other two at their mechanical value. Thus
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we analyzed effect of delay on resonant frequency due to different feedback forces. Then
we changed Keff and Meff by same factor so that the resonant frequency remains constant
ideally. Then we analyzed how much deviation occurs from the ideal case due to the
feedback delay.
5.3.1. Effect of Individual Delayed Feedback Forces on Displacement Resonance
Using various values of effective mass, damping, and stiffness, we plot the relative
change in displacement resonance ωr versus feedback delay τ in Fig. 5.1. The figure has
six curves. Each curve represents either an increase or decrease in effective mass,
damping, or stiffness by 50% i.e. M eff  M  50% , Deff  D  50% , or Keff  K  50% .
The relative change in displacement frequency due to delay is determined by
r    r  0  r  0  for each set of Meff, Deff, and Keff. We find that the curve that is

most sensitive to delay is  0.5M , D, K  . For large delay of 5000ns, the deviation goes to
−22% but remains −0.0004% for the delay of our test case (50ns). This deviation occurs
because of the same cross-talk in damping that we discussed earlier in (4.6) where
Ke=De=0 and M e   12 M .

[r() - r(0)] / r(0) [%]
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Fig. 5.1 Effect of delay on displacement resonance due to different effective parameters.
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The cross-talk in (4.6) depends on the ω2 and we are evaluating the plots at
resonance, so the cross-talk will depend on the r2 . As we try to decrease the effective
mass by applying negative Me, the resonant frequency goes up and so the cross-talk term
becomes larger. Thus for large delay the effective damping becomes large negative value
and so we observe such deviation in  0.5M , D, K  curve. At the large time delay of
5000ns, the relative changes in frequency of other curves are all less than 1.6%. But for
small delay such as our test case, the maximum relative change in frequency is
~0.0008%.
5.3.2. Delay Induced Deviation from Expected Displacement Resonance
By holding the ideal Keff M eff ratio (without delay) constant, we plot the relative
change in frequency versus delay in Fig. 5.2. The resonance frequency is affected
because the feedback delay for the mass controlling force FM is a factor of three larger
than for the stiffness controlling force FK. We set M e M = Ke K =  3 4 , 1 2 , 1,
and 3 so that the effective parameters become M eff M = Keff K = 1 4 , 1 2 , 2, and 4
respectively, when there is no delay. Since we are changing the Keff and Meff by same



factor, the resonant frequency Keff M eff

 is supposed to be constant if there is no delay.

But delay causes the ratio to change which causes a deviation in the displacement
resonance from the ideal case.
Given a particular ratio Keff M eff , the plots in Fig. 5.2 suggest that the effect of
delay on resonance frequency decreases as the size of Meff and Keff increase by the same
factor. For example, relative error in frequency is lower for the factor of 1.75 (i.e. 75%
increment in effective parameters) than the factor of 1.5 (i.e. 50% increment in effective
parameters). The relative error is higher when Me is negative than when Me is positive.
But for small delay the maximum deviation goes to ~0.007% for our test case.
Interestingly for small delays and for negative Me, the relative error in displacement
resonance goes up from zero, reaches a maximum and again goes down to zero and rises
again. The maximum deviation for this case increases as we further decrease the effective
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parameters. So there is a delay value for which deviation is 0. This value of delay is

[r() - r(0)] / r(0) [%]

higher for higher effective parameters. This behavior is not observed for positive Me.
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Fig. 5.2 Delay induced deviation of resonant frequency from the ideal value.

5.4. Effect of Delay on Maximum Amplitude
We plot the relative change in amplitude at resonance versus delay in Fig. 5.3. The
figure has six curves. Each curve represents either an increase or decrease in effective
mass, damping, or stiffness by 50%. The relative change in amplitude is calculated as
 x0,res    x0,res  0  x0,res  0  . It can be seen that amplitude is most sensitive to delay

for changes in effective mass and stiffness. The relative change in amplitude for changes
in effective mass and stiffness appear to converge to a fraction of its original value for
larger delay.
The feedback forces which are subject to a delay can be expressed as a sum of a
component which is in-phase with the original motion and another component which is
90º out of phase. The in-phase components of feedback for mass and stiffness are
proportional to acceleration and displacement, respectively. The corresponding out-ofphase components of both mass and stiffness feedback are proportional to velocity. That
is, the out-of-phase components contribute to effective damping of the system. This is the
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cross-talk predicted by our model (2.28). Since the delayed % deviation for stiffness and
mass are negative, this means the effective damping is increased and steady-state
displacement is lower than ideal case. The change in effective damping due to cross-talk
is verified using numerical simulation in the previous chapter.
The effect of delay on amplitude for changes in effective damping is much more
complicated. For increasing delay, De gets attenuated and the effective damping
decreases. The out-of-phase component of damping feedback or cross-talk decreases
(De>0) or increases (De<0) the effective mass predicted by (2.27). Thus, the resonant
frequency (2.20) also increases or decreases respectively. According to (2.39), both Deff
and ωd,eff appear in the denominator. For De<0, both Deff and ωd,eff decrease due to delay
causing the displacement to increase which is in turn causing a positive value of the
relative error. But for De>0, Deff is decreasing but ωd,eff is increasing due to delay. But
decrease in Deff is higher than the increase in ωd,eff, which is causing the displacement to

[x0,res() - x0,res(0)] / x0,res(0) [%]

increase and the positive relative error.
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Fig. 5.3 Effect of delay on maximum amplitude.
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5.5. Effect of Delay on Phase Difference
In Fig. 5.4 we plot the phase difference at resonance between the applied force and
response versus feedback delay. The figure has six curves. Each curve represents either
an increase or decrease in effective mass, damping, or stiffness by 50%. The phase
remains close to 90º for maximal delay for changes in stiffness or damping.
When we decrease the effective mass, the phase difference between the response and
driving force becomes negative if the delay is above a threshold value (in our test case it
is 12.5ns). At this threshold value, the damping of the system becomes exactly half of the
ideal effective damping with no delay. This decrement in effective damping is due to the
crosstalk from the out-of-phase component of mass control and the resonant frequency of
the system becomes equal to the natural frequency of the system.
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Fig. 5.4 Effect of delay on phase difference.

At resonance, we can write (2.33) as



 r   tan 1 

r Deff

 Keff  r2 M eff



 2r  eff 
  tan 1  2


 0,eff  r2 




(4.9)
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Fig. 5.5 Comparison of resonant frequency and effective natural frequency as a function
of delay for Meff = 0.5M.

where 0,eff  Keff M eff is the effective vacuum frequency and  eff is given by (2.37).
After that threshold value of delay (~12.5ns) the resonant frequency becomes greater than
the effective vacuum frequency frequency as long as the delay remains less than twice
this threshold value (~25ns), as shown in Fig. 5.5. If the delay of the system is above
twice this threshold value, the overall damping of the system becomes negative and the
system becomes unstable i.e. the response increases exponentially. This range of delay
for which the resonant frequency becomes greater than effective vacuum frequency can
be an interesting region of operation for PODMEMS. Because for this region, phase
angle becomes negative but damping remains positive. Negative phase means that the
response of the device is now leading the drive force. When we increase the effective
mass, the phase difference decreases from a value of 9 as the feedback delay increases,
but no jump occurs as seen in the case of negative Me.
5.6. Effect of Delay on Quality Factor
The quality factor of PODMEMS is defined by (2.38). Theoretically if we decrease
the effective damping, the decay rate will also decrease and the quality factor of the
device will increase. Here we are going to make the electrical damping De negative to
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decrease the effective damping. We also used different feedback delay to observe the
effect of delay on the quality factor.
The maximum displacement (x0) under delayed feedback forces is given by (2.25).
The displacement resonant frequency (ωr) can be found by setting

dx0  
 0 and
d

solving for ω. Since (2.25) is a non-linear function of ω, it can be done numerically. Then
we need to find the bandwidth Δω = ω2−ω1, where at ω1 and ω2, the response will be

1
x0 r  . Thus quality factor can be calculated as
2
Qeff 

r


(4.10)

We turned off the electrical stiffness, and mass (Ke = Me = 0) because we are only
concerned about effective damping here.. We swept the electric damping (De) from 0 to
−1 and we swept the delay of feedback (τ) from 10ns to 5000ns.

Fig. 5.6 3-D plot of effective quality factor under feedback, as a function of electrical
damping and feedback delay. Mechanical quality factor Q = 258.06.
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For our test case we applied an electrical damping of De ≈ −D, such that Deff ≈ 0 at
reference temperature 300K and standard atmospheric pressure with air viscosity of
1.85×10-5 Pa-s. Using this approach, we were able to achieve an effective quality factor
Qeff of 290Q, with a feedback delay of 50ns. A delay of 50ns is about 0.04% of the
oscillation period. Delay and cross-talk interfered with achieving an effective damping of
absolute zero. To compensate for this, other modifications to electrical feedback input
will be investigated. For a very large value of delay, 5000ns with De ≈ −D, the effective
quality factor is Qeff = ~8Q. A delay of 5000ns is about 4% of the period of a cycle.
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6. FEEDBACK SYSTEM

6.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we design and describe a simplified feedback circuit for obtaining the
desired feedback characteristics. The circuit is designed using basic circuit elements. The
feedback mechanism is described in detail and the limitation is also discussed in terms of
current technology.
6.2. Feedback Direction
Since comb drives can only pull on the proof mass, positive or negative forces are
applied to the proof mass by pulling it to the right or left, respectively. An increase in
effective stiffness implies Ke  0 , which requires that FK pulls the proof mass to the left
when displacement is to the right of zero, and FK pulls to the right when displacement is
to the left of zero (see Fig. 2.1). The opposite is true for a decrease in effective stiffness,
where Ke  0 . An increase in effective damping implies De  0 , which requires that FD
pulls the proof mass in a direction that is opposite to the direction of velocity. The
opposite is true for a decrease in effective damping, where De  0 . An increase in
effective mass implies M e  0 , which requires that

FM pulls the proof mass in a

direction that is opposite to the direction of acceleration. The opposite is true for a
decrease in effective mass, where M e  0 .
6.3. Circuit
The feedback circuit proposed here is composed of a motion sensing circuit and a
proportionality parser circuit. The motion sensing circuit senses the change in MEMS
capacitance and produces a voltage signal proportional to the displacement. A simple
analog feedback system might consist of capacitive displacement sensors, low-pass
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filters, differentiators, and amplifiers. This sensed voltage signal is processed using
proportionality parser circuit to create signals proportional to displacement, velocity, and
acceleration of the proof mass. These signals are then processed by a signal conditioner
circuit to create the desired feedback signal.
6.3.1. Motion Sensing Circuit
A schematic of the displacement sensor electronics is shown in Fig. 6.1. This circuit
produces a voltage that is proportional to displacement x of the MEMS proof mass. The
comb drive sensor capacitance may be expressed as



C  x   2  L0  x   C parasitic  2x  2L0  C parasitic



(6.1)

where L0 is the initial overlap of the comb fingers, Cparasitic is the unknown parasitic
capacitance. A high-frequency bias voltage VZ  VZ ,0 sin Z t  is applied across comb to
produce a current Iin  C  x VZ . Iin passes through a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) to
create a voltage, which is amplified by



R3
. This sensor voltage is expressed as
R2



Vsense   R1C 0VZ    R3 R2   G0C 0 ZVZ ,0 cos Z  t   0  

R1

(6.2)

R3

Comb Drive
Iin
C(x) +

VZ=VZ,0 sin(ωZt)

R2

-

Vsense

+

d
dt

VZ

Vd

6th order
Low Pass
Butterworth
Fiter

Vout

Multiplier

Fig. 6.1 Motion sensing circuit. The displacement capacitance C(x) of the MEMS comb
induces a change in current Iin that is proportional to ΔC(x) and linear in x. VZ is the high
frequency bias for C(x). Iin is converted into an amplified voltage Vsense. A demodulator
{differentiator + multiplier + filter} separates VZ from Vsense, producing a voltage Vout that
is linear in x.
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where the gain is G0 

R1R3
and C 0  x  t   0  is the delayed comb sensor capacitance
R2

that is based on the position at time  t   0  , where the delay τ0 is due the RC time
constant of the TIA.
The process to extract a voltage that is linear in displacement from a voltage that is
proportional to capacitance can be done by amplitude demodulation. A demodulating
voltage VZ  ZVZ ,0G1 cos Z  t  1   is created by differentiating VZ with respect to
time using a differentiator. We assumed that the differentiator has the delay τ1. VZ is
multiplied by Vsense to produce a demodulated voltage Vd is given by
1
1
Vd  G0G1Z2 C 2VZ2,0 cos Z 1   0    G0G1Z2 C 2VZ2,0 cos  2Z  t   0  1   (6.3)
2
2

where C 2  x  t   2  is the comb sensor capacitance which was sensed τ2 time ago. τ2 is
the summation of τ0 and the RC constant of the multiplier. Vd contains a slowly varying
term and a high frequency term. The high frequency term can be eliminated with a low
pass filter. We used a 6th order Butterworth filter in our feedback mechanism. The
resulting output voltage is linear in x 3  x  t   3  as

 





1
Vout  Z2 G0G1VZ2,0 2 L0  x 3  C parasitic
2
1
 Z2 G0G1VZ2,0  x 3  Z2 G0G1VZ2,0 2L0  C parasitic .
2



(6.4)



where τ3 is the summation of τ2 and the RC constant of the filter and

  cos Z 1   0   is an attenuation factor. This factor  can become zero or negative
if the difference between delays τ0 and τ1 become large enough that Z 1   0 
our test case ωZ = 2π×1GHz. Thus the factor ξ ≤


2

. For

if the delay difference 1  0  ≥

0.25ns. For proper operation of our test case it is required that

1

 0  << 0.25ns. So

that the sensed signal is not highly attenuated and also the sense signal doesn’t invert.
The delays τ0 and τ1 both decrease for larger capacitance values. This signal has a time
varying component which is varying at the mechanical frequency of sensed displacement
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x. It also has a time invariant component which comes from the initial overlap of comb
fingers and the parasitic capacitance.
6.3.2. Parser Circuit
A circuit that might be used to parse the output voltage (6.4) into terms that are
proportional to x, x , and x is shown in Fig. 6.2. But due to electronics they are subject to
finite delays. A voltage VK that is proportional to x 4  x  t   4  may be produced by
eliminating the dc term in (6.4) with a dc blocking capacitor Cblock. Voltages VD and VM
proportional to x 5  x  t   5  and x 5  x  t   6  may be produced by differentiators.
These voltages may be amplified with voltage gain amplifiers (VGAs) GK, GD, GM. Here
τ4 is the summation of τ3 and RC constant of VGA with gain GK. τ5 is the summation of τ3
and RC constants of differentiator and VGA with gain GD. τ6 is the summation of τ3, RC
constants of two differentiators and VGA with gain GM. The resulting voltages are

VK  Z2VZ2,0 G0G1GK x 4

(6.5)

VD  Z2VZ2,0 G0G1GD x 5 , and

(6.6)

VM  Z2VZ2,0 G0G1GM x 6 .

(6.7)

6.3.3. Signal Conditioner
Since the proof mass may move left or right, and comb drive forces can only pull on
the proof mass (regardless of the sign of the applied voltage), diodes may be used to help
select which direction the proof mass must be pulled in order to either increase or
decrease the effective mass, damping, or stiffness. Diodes only allow the positive portion
of the voltage signals (6.5)-(6.7), and the negative portion of the signal will be processed
by a similar feedback circuit on the opposite side. This is because if the signal sensed
from one side is negative, it will be positive if sensed from the opposite side. This is
achieved by choosing the signs of the gains to be G0 > 0, G1 > 0, GK < 0, GD < 0, and GM
> 0. These signs of the gains corresponds to positive Me, De, and Ke. To make the
electrical parameters Me, De, or Ke negative, we need to flip the signs of GM, GD, or GK.
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The VGA gains GK, GD, and GM are controlled by voltages VGK, VGD, and VGM
respectively. For example, the VGA gain may have the form

GK  g e VGK

(6.8)

where g and λ depend on the design of the VGA, and the form of (6.8) depends on the
type of VGA [34]. E.g., g ~ 10, λ ~ 6.6, VGK   0.7,0.7 , and GK   0.1,1000 .
Since the applied force is proportional to voltage squared, the voltages (6.5)-(6.7) are
summed and square rooted such that the resulting force will be a linear combination of
terms proportional to x 4 , x 5 , and x 6 . Since the actuator rotor is biased at VZ, its force
contribution can be eliminated by adding VZ to the corresponding stator as
V fb  Vsqrt  VZ . That is, the output of the circuit in Fig. 6.2 is

V fb  Gsqrt VK  VD  VM  VZ

(6.9)

where 0.5 < Gsqrt < 1.5, [35].

VGK
Cblock

VK

GK

Vout

VGD
d
dt

GD

Vfb

SQRT
VZ

VD
VGM

d
dt

GM

VM

Fig. 6.2 Proportionality parser consisting dc block capacitor to block time invariant term
and two successive stages of differentiators to produce signals proportional to x , x , and
x . Three variable gain amplifiers with gain GK, GD, and GM control the magnitude of
these signals. Only positive portion of the signal is passed through the square root
amplifier via diodes. Square-rooted signal is further added to sensing signal to derive the
feedback signal.
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6.4. Feedback Force
The feedback signal (6.9) is fed back to the comb drive which creates a feedback
(pulling) force given by



1
Ffb   V fb  Vin
2



2

1
2
 Gsqrt
VM  VD  VK  ,
2

(6.10)

where VZ is due to rotor bias. This force comprises the electrical stiffness, damping, and
mass as can be found by substituting (6.5)-(6.7) into (6.10):
2
2
F fb   12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1GK  x 5   12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1GD  x 6
2
  12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1GM  x 7

(6.11)

where

are

feedback

2
FK   12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1GK  x 5  GK x 5 ,

(6.12)

2
FD   12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1GD  x 6  GD x 6 , and

(6.13)

2
FM   12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1GM  x 7  GM x 7 .

(6.14)

forces

for

effective

stiffness,

damping,

and

mass.

Here,

2
  12 Z2VZ2,0  2Gsqrt
G0G1 . The feedback forces are proportional to delayed responses i.e.

x 4 , x 5 , and x 6 , but the electrical stiffness, damping, and mass experienced by the
proof mass will be based on the present conditions of x , x , and x , respectively. The
transient electrical parameters can be found by differentiating (6.12), (6.13), and (6.14)
with respect to x , x , and x , respectively.
Ke 

dFK
dx 4
,
 GK
dx
dx

(6.15)

dFD
dx 5
, and
De 
 GD
dx
dx

(6.16)

dFM
dx 6
.
Me 
 GM
dx
dx

(6.17)
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Fig. 6.3 Delay induced hysteresis in feedback forces. (a) Feedback force FK vs.
displacement with Keff=K/2, (b) Feedback force FD vs. velocity with Deff=D/2, and (c)
feedback force FM vs. acceleration with Meff=M/2. x0 = 1µm. τ = 1
,3
,5
ns.
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where in the case of sinusoidal response,

dx 4
 1 when displacement is increasing and
dx

dx 4
 1 when displacement is decreasing.
dx

The feedback forces (6.12)-(6.14) which are subject to delay, show hysteresis with
displacement, velocity, and acceleration. The delayed feedback forces as a function of
displacement, velocity, and acceleration are shown in Fig. 6.3. The width of the
hysteresis loop depends on delay. For As we increase the delay, the width of the
hysteresis loop also increases. Hysteresis widths are same for all three forces for a
particular delay. In Fig. 6.3(a), the maximum difference between sensed to actual
displacement when the velocity is maximum are 250nm, 150nm, 50nm for delay of
5000ns, 3000ns, and 1000ns respectively/ For small delay as ~50ns, the width of the
hysteresis loop so small that the feedback force vs. displacement/velocity/accelerations
curves approximates to straight lines (e.g. see Fig. 6.4).

1.0

FK [N]

0.5
0.0

-0.5
 = 50ns

-1.0
-1.0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
Displacement [m]

1.0

Fig. 6.4 Delay induced hysteresis in Feedback force FK vs. displacement with Keff=K/2,
and τ = 5 ns. x0 = 1µm.
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1
For the analysis in Fig. 6.3(a), we set the gain GK in such a way that GK   K in
2

(6.12). This will decrease the effective stiffness approximately by half of the mechanical
1
stiffness. Similarly, we set the gains GD and GM is such a way that GD   D and
2
1
GM   M in (6.13) and (6.14) respectively, thus to make the effective damping and
2

mass half of their mechanical values.
This feedback force is then fed through the comb drive shown in Fig. 2.1, which is
subject to a drive force and random white noise.
Mx  Dx  Kx  Fdr  f n  Ffb

(6.18)

where fn is the white noise to emulate the thermal noise force.
6.5. Energy Consideration
We are applying delayed feedback forces which develop hysteresis in displacement,
velocity, and acceleration, will modulate the potential and kinetic energy of PODMEMS.
With FK, we made the effective stiffness approximately half of the mechanical stiffness.
The potential energy should change also due to this feedback force. The potential energy
is calculated as
x

x

x

1
PE   Kxdx   FK dx  Kx 2   FK dx
2
0
0
0

(6.19)

The potential energy is affected by the delay induced hysteresis in the feedback force
FK. Due to hysteresis in the feedback force we observe two minimum in potential energy
curve as shown in Fig. 6.4. We observe early minima for both direction of movement of
the proof mass. This is because the feedback force applied is negative since we have
1
chosen K e   K . Negative feedback force means that it is pulling the proof mass in
2

favor of the motion. For positive feedback force i.e. pulling force opposing the motion
will yield late minima for both direction of movement of the proof mass. Thus we
observe two minima throughout the cycle. When the proof mass reaches maximum
displacement and changes direction, a feedback force corresponding to earlier
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displacement condition keeps acting on it. This delayed feedback force causes the proof
mass to follow a lower or higher potential energy path than the motion in opposite
direction.

Potential Energy, PE
Kinetic Energy, KE
Total Energy, E

6

Energy [x 10

-13

J]

8

4

2

0
-1.0

-0.5

0.0
x [m]

Fig. 6.5 Energy vs. displacement of PODMEMS. M eff 

0.5

1.0

M
K
and K eff  . x0 = 1µm. τ =
2
2

3000ns.

Similar effect of hysteresis can be seen for kinetic energy of proof mass under the
delayed feedback force FM. With FM we made the effective mass of the system
approximately half of the mechanical mass. The kinetic energy is calculated as
x

x

x

1
KE   Mxdx   M e x dx  Mx 2   M e x dx
2
0
0
0




(6.20)

We observe early maxima of kinetic energy for both direction of movement of the
proof mass. This is because the feedback force applied is negative since we have chosen
1
M e   M . Negative feedback force means that it is pulling the proof mass in favor of
2

the motion. For positive feedback force i.e. pulling force opposing the motion will yield
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late maxima for both direction of movement of the proof mass. The positions of
maximum points of kinetic energy are exactly same as positions of minimum points of
potential energy. The total energy is calculated as
E  PE  KE

(6.21)

As seen from Fig. 6.5, the total energy is always constant as with pure mechanical
systems. For delay of 50ns, the effect of hysteresis on energy is almost negligible as
shown in Fig. 6.6.
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Fig. 6.6 Energy vs. displacement of PODMEMS. M eff 
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1.0

M
K
and K eff  . x0 = 1µm. τ =
2
2

50ns.

6.6. Component Specifications
Circuit design and circuit components of the feedback system should be chosen to
reduce the feedback delay in PODMEMS.
6.6.1. Filter Design
The filter in Fig. 6.1 with which we are eliminating the high frequency (2ωZ)
component in (36), is one of the significant source of delay. The delay induced from filter
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with cut-off frequency fc is due to equivalent RC constant 1 2 fc  . To reduce delay, the
cut-off frequency fc should be large. But for our design the cut-off frequency should be
such that ωZ < fc < 2ωZ, because we want to keep the component with frequency ωZ in
(6.3) while eliminating the component with frequency 2ωZ. Thus to make fc large, the
sensing signal frequency ωZ should be large. In our test case we used sensing signal of ωZ
= 2π × 1GHz so that the circuit can be easily envisioned with largely available
electronics. So the signal which needs to be filtered out in (6.3) will be of 2GHz. A cutoff frequency 1GHz < fc < 2GHz corresponds to a delay of 0.08ns to 0.15ns for the filter.
We are using 6th order Butterworth filter, so the delay will be approximately 6 times
higher i.e. corresponding delay will be 0.48ns to 0.9ns.
6.6.2. Specifications for Sensing Circuit
The components in Fig. 6.1 will be operating at a high frequency. For our test case it
is operating at 1GHz. It is required that the bandwidth of the op-amps used to implement
the stages must be ≥1GHz since op-amps act like low pass filters with cut-off frequency
equal to the bandwidth. We can calculate delay of each op-amp by calculating their
equivalent RC constant by 1  2  Bandwidth  . The benefit of using large bandwidth opamps is to reduce equivalent RC delay of individual op-amp (≤ .15ns, calculated using
bandwidth of the op-amp).
One more important parameter to be considered for choosing an op-amp is the slew
rate (SR), which indicates how fast the output can change over time. If the amplitude of
the sinusoidal waveform is Vsig and frequency of the output signal is ωsig then it is
required that SR  sigVsig so that the signal with frequency ωsig can easily be processed
without distortion. For components in Fig.6.1, SR needs to be ≥2kV µs.
6.6.3. Specifications for Parser and Conditioner Circuits
The stages after the filter (in Fig. 6.2) have a signal that varies at the mechanical
frequency (~8kHz). So the bandwidth of these stages does not need to be as large as
1GHz. However, higher bandwidth is required to achieve lower RC delay. Slew rate
doesn’t have to be high for components in Fig. 6.2 either, >1V/µs is good enough for
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operation, but it is better to choose component with slew rate >10V/µs to ensure
distortion less signal.
6.6.4. Gain Range and Constraints on Electrical Parameters
The gain of the amplifiers in Fig. 6.2 which allows us to control the electric
parameters Ke, De, and Me, are controlled by controlling voltages VGK, VGD, and VGM
respectively. These amplifiers are implemented by combining variable gain amplifiers
(VGAs) with non-inverting amplifier, which can yield large gain ranging −1000 to 1000
using control voltage of −0.7V to 0.7V for our test case. But the parameter that imposes
constraint on the electrical parameters Ke, De, and Me is the maximum output voltage of
these combined amplifiers which control GK, GD, and GM. This output is constrained by
maximum biasing voltage, which is around ±12V. No matter how large the gain is, the
signal will be cut-off if the amplified signal exceeds 12V. Since the signals are
proportional to the mechanical displacement, velocity, and acceleration, the room for
amplification is less if the displacement grows. The range of the stiffness, damping, and
mass can be found by putting this feedback voltage limit in (3.6)-(3.8) and comparing
them to mechanical values as

 1 m 
Kemax
 1.27 
,
K
 x0 

(6.22)

Demax
 1rad/s   1μm 
 1.64 107 
 , and

D
    x0 

(6.23)

 1rad 2 /s2  1μm 
M emax
 3.2 109 

.
2
M
 
  x0 

(6.24)

The control becomes higher if the maximum displacement x0 is lower than 1µm with
the specified voltage limitation. The maximum displacement x0 is also a function of
frequency (ω) and can be calculated using (2.25).
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7. TRANSIENT SIMULATION

7.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we have simulated the test MEMS structure shown in Fig. 2.1 under
the delayed feedback forces. We have analyzed the effect of different feedback forces on
the mechanical system under a pulse driving force. We have taken into account the
thermal vibration of the mechanical component and the circuit induced delay in feedback
mechanism in our simulation.
7.2. Parameters Used for Simulation
The structure considered for simulation has mass M = 8×10-10 kg, stiffness K = 2
N/m, and damping D = 1.55×10-7 Ns/m. The geometrical parameters of the device are
given in Table 4.1. It consists of 1

comb fingers with gap 2μm. The effect of circuit

delay is inherent to the circuit models. The delay time is about ~50ns for circuit
parameters. The input signal amplitude and frequency are VZ = 1V and ωZ = 1GHz. A
pulse drive force of frequency 1kHz is applied. A drive voltage magnitude (Vdr0) of 10V
is used to generate the pulse drive force. The feedback delay was assumed as 50ns. The
simulation was done considering air medium and at temperature of 300K. We simulated
the system given by
Mx  Dx  Kx  Fdrive  f n  Ffb .

(7.1)

7.3. Random Noise
In all transient simulation examples, we always kept the noise active. The rms value
of thermal vibration (xrms) due to thermal noise can be estimated using the equipartition
theorem,

1 2
1
Kxrms  k BT
2
2

(7.2)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant which is 1.38×10-23 m2kg/(s2K), and T is the
temperature. The random noise (fn) is set such that it produces a vibration having the
same rms value given by (7.1). For our test structure, the rms value of thermal vibration
is ~ .5

(1 =1

-10

m). This vibration doesn’t have any significant effect on the

displacement of our test case.
7.4. Effect of Electrical Parameters
We explore the effect of various feedbacks separately. Gain GK, GD, and GM are used
to control the electrical parameters which in turn modulates the effective parameters. For
this simulation we applied a pulse drive force at t = 0.2ms. The thermal noise is always
active for our simulation.
7.4.1. Effect of Electrical Damping
Gain GD is controlled to modulate the effective damping of the system and drive the
system into over-, under-, and critically-damped conditions. The pulse drive force (Fdrive)
is turned on at t = 0.1ms as shown in Fig. 7.1(a). The noise force which is the red curve in
Fig. 7.1(a) is always active. When the drive force is applied, the displacement of the
system is oscillatory because the system is mechanically under-damped. The feedback for
electrical control of damping starts at t = 1.1ms. It can be seen from Fig. 7.1 that the
oscillation is reduced when the feedback is turned on. Fig. 7.1 shows the system under
various damping conditions set by electrical circuit gain GD.
The critical-damping condition for the system is

4MK ≈ 516.5D. Fig. 7.1(b)

shows the slightly under-damped condition under feedback with Deff = 310D. The system
still has some oscillation, but the oscillation goes away quickly since the effective
damping is very large. Fig. 7.1(c) shows the critically-damped condition under feedback
with Deff = 516.5D. This doesn’t have any oscillation and responds to drive force very
well. Fig. 7.1 (d) shows the over damped condition under feedback with Deff = 826.5D.
It can be observed that the vibration/oscillation is reduced largely due to increase in
effective damping. The proof mass can achieve more stable position due to this reduced
vibration which is essential for position sensing based applications such as optical sensors
[36]. Passive vibration is an issue for atomic force microscopy (AFM). It has been
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reported that an AFM cantilever with stiffness . 6N m is subject to a vibration of 3Ǻ at
306K temperature [37]. This indicates an uncertainty of 1~3 atoms for molecular scale
manipulation. With our feedback, we can increase the effective damping to reduce such
vibration similarly as done in [19].
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Fig. 7.1 Effect of electrical damping De on response of PODMEMS subject to (a) drive
(Fdrive), noise (fn), and feedback forces (Ffb). (b)-(c) correspond to under-damped,
critically-damped, and over-damped conditions on De. Drive voltage magnitude,
Vdr0=10V, feedback delay = 50ns.

7.4.2. Effect of Electrical Mass, Damping and Stiffness
We have observed the effect of delayed mass, damping, and stiffness forces together
on PODMEMS. We have applied a pulse feedback force at t = 0.1ms as shown in Fig.
7.2(a). The system response is oscillating at its resonant frequency because from 0.1ms to
1ms, the system is mechanically under-damped as shown in Fig. 7.2(b)-(d). At t = 1ms
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we applied either mass or stiffness feedback force to increase/decrease stiffness or to
decrease the mass. In Fig. 7.2(b) we decreased the effective mass. In Fig. 7.2 (c) and (d) e
decreased and increased the effective stiffness respectively. It is observed that when we
apply the feedback force for mass or stiffness, the system is still oscillating since it is still
mechanically under-damped. But the frequency for oscillation has been changed. This
indicates that the effective mass or stiffness has been changed which in turn changed the

Force [N]

resonant frequency. Here we doubled or halved the resonant frequency of the system.
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Fig. 7.2 Effect of electrical mass Me, damping De, and stiffness Ke on the performance of
PODMEMS subject to (a) applied drive force and noise force. (b) Effective mass of the
proof mass is one fourth of the mechanical mass. Effective stiffness of the proof mass is
(c) four times, and (d) one fourth of the mechanical stiffness.
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At t = 2ms, the feedback for damping is turned on. We set the electrical damping
such that the effective damping becomes equal to critically-damping condition for
mechanical mass and mechanical stiffness (i.e. Deff  4MK ≈ 516.5D). The oscillation
is reduced since the effective damping of the system is increased. But it can be observed
that the system never becomes critically-damped. It remains either slightly under-damped
or becomes over-damped. It can be observed that the system is either under- or overdamped. This indicates that the effective mass/stiffness are still in effect when we apply
the damping force, which makes the critically-damping condition ( 4M eff Keff ) higher
or lower.
7.5. Quantitative Control on Effective Parameters
The ability to control effective parameters will certainly increase the performance of
MEMS sensor applications which are based on sensing the resonant frequency such as
mass sensing [38] or chemical detection [39]. The control on the effective parameters
proposed here is quantitative i.e. we can measure how much change in effective
parameters is required to achieve the desired performance. On the other hand we can also
measure how much is the effective parameter of the system. Using electro micro
metrology (EMM), the quantities Meff, Deff, and Keff can be accurately measured without
knowing much about the electronic circuit parameters such as gain, resistor or capacitor
values etc. It has been showed previously by our group that the gap can be measured
accurately just by measuring the capacitance [3]. The ratio of the capacitance change to
gap is a constant which we call the comb drive constant Ψ. Once Ψ and resonance
frequency are measured, it can be shown that effective mass, damping, and stiffness are

K eff 

M eff 

Fdr
,
x

K eff

0,2 eff

Deff 

(7.3)

, and

Fdr ,0

r x0,res

.

where displacement, x = ΔC Ψ and ΔC is the change in capacitance.

(7.4)

(7.5)
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8. FREQUENCY CONTROL WITH TEMPERATURE VARIATION

8.1. Introduction
The dimensions such as length, width, thickness etc. of MEMS are subject to thermal
expansion/contraction when the temperature varies from the reference temperature which
was used for design. Change in geometry can cause the mechanical stiffness or damping
of the device to change. Since the resonant frequency of MEMS depends on the
mechanical mass, damping, and stiffness, the resonant frequency is subject to thermal
variation. We analyzed the effect of thermal variation in resonant frequency of our test
structure and found that frequency can shift by ~3rad s-1 K-1.
In this chapter, we analyzed a PODMEMS by changing the effective stiffness,
damping, and mass to compensate for such variation. We have taken into account the
random nature of fluctuation which occurs in the delay due to noise and uncertainties in
the feedback circuit. For our test structure under feedback, the shift in frequency due to
temperature is decreased by a factor of ~2600.
8.2. Effect of Temperature on Parameters of MEMS
The geometry of a device is subject to an expansion or contraction due to
temperature change. The axial strain is given by
Axial strain = T T

(8.1)

where thermal expansion coefficient for silicon, T = 2.6×10-6 K-1. The geometrical
parameters in the structure shown in Fig. 2.1 are affected by temperature as
Length of flexures, L final  Linitial 1  T T  ,

(8.2)

Width of beam, w final  winitial 1  T T  ,

(8.3)

Thickness of the device layer, h final  hinitial 1  T T  ,

(8.4)
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Plate length, L1, final  L1,initial 1  T T  ,

(8.5)

Average overlap of the comb fingers, L0, final  L0,initial 1  T T  ,

(8.6)

Finger length, L f , final  L f ,initial 1  T T  ,

(8.7)

Finger width, w f , final  w f ,initial 1  T T  , and

(8.8)

Area of proof mass, am, final  am,initial 1  T T  ,

(8.9)

2

where T  T final  Tinitial and reference temperature Tinitial = 300K. For our analysis here,
Tfinal is swept from 228K to 373K. The initial value of area of proof mass is calculate
considering comb fingers as

am,initial  L1,2 initial  4Linitial winitial  2 Nw f ,initial L f ,initial

(8.10)

The initial values of the parameters at the reference temperature T=300K is given in
Table 4.1. The mechanical parameters are affected by temperature as
Stiffness, K final 

Damping, D final 

3E T  h final w3final
 L final 
12 

 2 

3

,

 T   am, final  a f , final 
g gnd

(8.11)

, and

Mass, M final   T  am, final h final

(8.12)
(8.13)

where E(T is the Young’s modulus of silicon which is also subject to temperature
variation. The dependency on temperature can be approximated from [40] as

E T   0.0175  T  273  160.4725 [GPa].

(8.14)

The viscosity of air µ(T) is also a function of temperature and can be modeled with
Sutherland's formula [41] as
3

T  C  T 2
 (T )  0 0
 
T  C  T0 

(8.15)
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where reference temperature, T0 = 273.15K, reference viscosity, µ0 = 1.716×10-5 Pa-s,
and Sutherland's constant C = 11 .4K. Sutherland’s model is valid for

< T < 555K with

-5

Viscosity of air,  [x10 Pa-s]

a correction of maximum 10% up to a pressure of 3.45MPa [42].

2.4
2.2
-5

1.8461825x10 Pa-s
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.1 Nonlinear change in viscosity (8.15) of air due to temperature change. The green
circle indicates initial value at reference temperature. Sutherland’s model was used to
plot the model.

ρ(T) in (8.13) is density of silicon. Here ρ(T) changes with temperature such that the
change increase in area (am,final) and thickness (hfinal) are compensated. So that Mfinal =
Minitial. This is obvious since the number of atom which constructed the proof mass
doesn’t change with temperature. The precise values of initial mechanical parameters are
given as
Minitial = 8.015×10-10 kg,
Dinitial = 8.99311242 ×10-7 Ns/m, and
Kinitial = 2.0004585 N/m.
The variation of stiffness and damping are shown in Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3.
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Stiffness, Kfinal [N/m]

2.02
Kinitial= 2.0004585 N/m

2.01
2.00
1.99
1.98

220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420
Temperature [K]

2.0
-6

Dinitial = 1.6377854x10 N-s/m

-6

Damping Dfinal [x10 N-s/m]

Fig. 8.2 Change in mechanical stiffness (8.11) due to temperature change. The green
circle indicates initial value.

1.8
1.6
1.4
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.3 Change in damping (8.12) due to temperature change. The green circle indicates
initial reference temperature value.

8.3. Effect of Temperature on Performance of MEMS
The resonant frequency of the device depends on the mechanical parameters which
are subject to temperature variation.
Vacuum frequency, 0, final 

K final
M final

,

(8.16)
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The decay rate,  final 

D final
2M final

, and

Vacuum frequency 0,final [krad/s]

Displacement resonant frequency, r2, final  0,2 final  2 2final .

(8.17)
(8.18)

50.2
50.1

0.initial = 49958.792 rad/s

50.0
49.9
49.8
49.7
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.4 Change in vacuum frequency (8.16) due to temperature change. The green circle
indicates the reference temperature or initial value.

-1

Decay rate, final [s ]

1400

1200

-1

initial = 1021.6951s

1000

800
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.5 Change in decay rate (8.17) due to temperature change. The green circle
indicates the initial value.

Resonant Frequency, r,final [krad/s]
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50.2
50.1

r,initial = 49937.893 rad/s

50.0
49.9
49.8
49.7
49.6
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Frequency shift,  [rad/s]

Fig. 8.6 Change in resonant displacement frequency (8.18) due to temperature change.
The green circle indicates the reference temperature or initial value.

200
100
0
-100
-200
-300
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.7 Frequency shift due to temperature change. Reference temperature = 300K.

A MEMS gyroscope having same mass, damping, and stiffness as the structure in
Fig. 2.1, will experience the same temperature variation in resonant frequency shown in
Fig. 8.6. Since the resonant frequency is subject to temperature variation, it may cause a
frequency shift given by
  r , final  r ,initial .

(8.19)
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The frequency shift with temperature for our test case is shown in Fig. 8.7. This
frequency shift due to temperature causes a frequency bias instability [43] given by
 180 
Bias instability = 
    3600 [degree/hr].
  

(8.20)

Frequency shift as a function of temperature in terms of radians per second and
degrees per hour are plotted in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 respectively. The sensitivity is −6.31×1

5

degree hr-1 K-1. This means that for 1K change in temperature from the reference
temperature, the gyroscope will be off by 6.31×105 degree after an hour. Similar, shift in
frequency with temperature can cause deviation in some other applications also.

4
2

7

Bias Instability [x10 degre/hr]

Moreover, one MEMS device can behave differently from place to place.

0
-2
-4
-6
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.8 Bias instability point shift due to temperature change. Reference temperature =
300K.

8.4. Compensation of Temperature Variation Using PODMEMS
We sense the motion ( x , x , x ) and produce delayed feedback forces proportional to
the sensed quantities. We apply the delayed feedback forces back to the system in the
form of added mass, damping, and or stiffness. We are using an electronic system for
sensing motion and creating the feedback forces. This electronic system induces delay in
the feedback action. The system equation is given by

M final x  t   D final x  t   K final x t   Fdr t   M e x t  1   De x t   2   Ke x t   3  (8.21)
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where, Me, De, and Ke are electrical mass, damping, and stiffness, which are tunable and
τ1, τ2, and τ3 are corresponding delays. For our present analysis we assumed τ3=3τ, τ2=2τ,
and τ1=τ.
We are going to tune Me, De, and Ke such that the effective parameters become the
initial mechanical values at the reference temperature i.e. Keff  Kinitial , Deff  Dinitial ,
and M eff  M initial . These effective parameters are given by (2.27)-(2.29). The Ke and De
are used to compensate the deviation occurred in Kfinal and Dfinal. But when we apply the
De, it causes a cross talk in effective mass and tries to lower the effective mass according
to (2.27). To keep the M eff  M initial , we need to apply Me such that it cancels out the
cross-talk term. Again when we apply Me, its cross-talk term tries to change Deff
according to (2.28). So we need to adjust both De and Me in such a way that they cancel
out the cross-talk terms as well as keep the effective parameters close to the initial values
of mechanical parameters.
The circuit is also subject to thermal variation. The delay τ depends on RC values of
different stages of the circuit. Since circuit capacitance depends on integrated circuit area
geometry. The temperature dependence of capacitance can be modeled as

C  C0 1  T T 

2

(8.22)

where C0 is the reference value of equivalent output capacitance of the circuit. Resistance
varies with temperature as

R  R0 1   R T 

(8.23)

where  R is the temperature co-efficient of resistance. For typical resistors it is
~2.48×10-4 K-1. R0 is the reference value of equivalent output resistance. This change in
resistance and capacitance will cause the delay to change with temperature. Also due to
thermal noise or Johnson Noise [44] in the circuit the delay will be subject to a random
fluctuation. The delay can be modeled as

  RC   0 1   R  T   T 1  T  T   T 

2

(8.24)
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where τ0 = 50ns and  T is the random fluctuation which may cause a fluctuation in delay
of approximately ~1ns for our test circuit. The upper and lower limit of fluctuation is
given by

 min   0 1   R  T   T 1  T  T   T  , and

(8.25)

 max   0 1   R  T   T 1  T  T   T  .

(8.26)

2

2

Perturbed delay present in the circuit which is varying randomly can be modeled as

   min   max   min   rand .

(8.27)

The max and min delays as a function of temperature are plotted in Fig. 8.9.
The required Me, De, and Ke to compensate for the deviation is also subject to
fluctuation due to the fluctuation in the delay. But this fluctuation is negligible. The
required Me, De, and Ke for compensation are determined by self-consistently solving
(2.27)-(2.29) together. Required Me, De, and Ke to achieve the effective mass, damping,
and stiffness to compensate for the temperature variation is shown in Fig. 8.10.

Delay  [ns]

53
52


max

51

min

50
49
48
47
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.9 The limits of feedback delay due to temperature plotted using (8.25)-(8.27). To
emulate fluctuation in delay, we consider snapshots of possible delays within the range of
likely temperature variations. Points on the blue curve indicate possible instantaneous
values of delay due to random variation of (8.24). We use this variation as delay input in
the following analyses.
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Temperature [K]
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Temperature [K]
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(c)

220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.10 Required (a) electrical stiffness [N/m] to achieve the effective stiffness, (b)
Required electrical damping [Ns/m] to achieve the effective damping, and (c) Required
electrical mass [kg] to achieve the effective mass to compensate for the change in
resonant frequency due to temperature change. Feedback delay is subject to the thermal
variations from Fig. 8.7.

VK [V]
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Fig. 8.11 Feedback voltages necessary to obtain the (a) electrical stiffness in Fig. 8.10(a),
(b) electrical damping in Fig. 8.10(b), and (c) electrical stiffness in Fig. 8.10(c). Here,
Vdr,0 = 1V.
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The feedback voltage magnitudes required to produce the electrical parameters (Ke,
De, and Me) are given by

FK ,0  12 VK2,0  Ke x0 ,

(8.28)

FD,0  12 VD2,0  Der x0 , and

(8.29)

FM ,0  12 VM2 ,0  M er2 x0 .

(8.30)

where the resonant amplitude is given by (2.25) and (3.2) which is re-written as
x0 

Fdr ,0

K

  M eff
2

eff



2




2
Deff
2

1
2

K

Vdr2 ,0

  M eff
2

eff



2

(8.31)


2
Deff
2

where  = comb drive constant and Vdr,0 = driving voltage. The feedback voltage
magnitudes VK,0, VD,0, and VM,0 are shown in Fig. 8.11(a), (b), and (c) respectively. We
apply the feedback voltages shown in Fig. 8.11, to produce electrostatic feedback forces
with electrical mass, damping and stiffness shown in Fig. 8.10. The applied feedback
forces are subject to delays τ3=3τ, τ2=2τ, and τ1=τ, where τ is shown in Fig. 8.9. After the
application of feedback forces, the temperature variation in resonant frequency is reduced

Resonant Frequency [krad/s]

as shown in Fig. 8.12.

49.93800

After applying feedback

49.93795

49.93790

49.93785
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.12 Effective resonant frequency of the system after feedback is used to compensate
for temperature variation. Reference temperature = 300K.
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Frequency Shift [rad/s]

0.10
After applying feedback
0.05

0.00

-0.05
220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Temperature [K]

Fig. 8.13 Frequency shift of the system after feedback is used to compensate for
temperature variation. The frequency shift has been reduced by a factor of ~2600 of that
in Fig. 8.7 which had no feedback compensation.

The result in Fig. 8.12 shows that the resonant frequency is still subject to
temperature variation. But the temperature variation is compensated largely. The
temperature variation visible in Fig. 8.12 is mostly induced from the temperature
variation from the feedback circuit. This temperature variation in resonant frequency will
cause a frequency shift with temperature, as shown in Fig. 8.13. The frequency shift due
to temperature has been reduced by a factor of ~2600 from that seen in Fig. 8.
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9. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive electrostatic force feedback mechanism is proposed that enables
active control of the effective mass, damping, and stiffness of MEMS. Such a feedback
system is expected to allow MEMS to be able to change their characteristics on demand.
This mechanism will help us to overcome the difficulties caused by performance
variations and we may use a single MEMS device for different applications by varying its
dynamic range. We have also shown that electrostatic damping might significantly reduce
the passive vibrations of MEMS due to noise. Reduced vibration will increase the
accuracy of small force detection or position based applications of PODMEMS. We can
also make the overall damping near zero through feedback and make the system behave
as it is being operated in vacuum although it is actually not in vacuum. Thus we may
increase the quality factor of the device significantly, without actual vacuum packaging.
We proposed steady state models for PODMEMS by solving delay differential
equation, which shows good accuracy with numerical simulation. These models were
derived considering the feedback circuit as a black box with electrical parameters and
circuit delay as inputs. We analyzed the effect of feedback delay on the steady state
response of the system. We found that there exists cross-talk among effective parameters
which can be an issue even for small delays. The cross-talk from mass and stiffness
feedback can change the effective damping which in turn can make the effective damping
negative and make the system unstable. We also investigated how delay affects
displacement, resonance, and phase difference. Our mathematical model suggests that
there exists trade-off among electrical parameters. For a particular drive to feedback
voltage magnitude ratio, we cannot increase all the electrical parameters as we want..
This will be topic of analysis for our future paper.
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We modeled using integrated circuit components with a common folded flexure
MEMS with pairs of sense and actuation comb drives. We discussed the effects of circuit
delay and the limits of feedback control. We presented the electrical parameters of
PODMEMS in terms of circuit parameters. We found that delayed feedback forces
develop hysteresis in displacement, velocity and acceleration. The width of the hysteresis
loop depends on the delay; as delay increases, width of the hysteresis curve also
increases. The feedback forces can change effective stiffness and mass, so they modulate
the potential and kinetic energy of the proof mass. The hysteresis in feedback forces has
an effect on the potential and kinetic energies. Due to this hysteresis, we observe early or
late minima/maxima in potential/kinetic energies depending on if the force is pulling in
favor of motion or opposing the motion. Hysteresis also causes two different
potential/kinetic energy paths and thus two minima/maxima throughout the cycle.
Although potential and kinetic energy curves show hysteresis, the total energy of the
proof mass is constant throughout the cycle.
Our preliminary investigation on PODMEMS suggests that it may be used to achieve
ultra-high Q gyroscope without ultra-high vacuum. It will be able to eliminate drift and
be insensitive to harsh environments. It may be also used for Gravimeter: Altimeter for
3D GPS, detection of oil and mineral deposits, seismology etc. PODMEMS can
compensate for performance variation caused by process variation or post-packaging
variation. PODMEMS can achieve high damping in any medium, which makes it
attractive for nanotechnology tools. It may allow nano-manipulation with low passive
vibrations for high accuracy. It will be an attractive solution for small force detection as
well as adjustable atomic scan rates. PODMEMS along with EMM may allow us to
measure molecular weights. High Q PODMEMS may be helpful to achieve less dropped
calls. Moreover, PODMEMS can be used to implement different types of tunable filters.
Future investigations might include dynamic modifications of stiffness, damping,
and mass parametrically, nonlinearly, as conditions change, or as performance needs
change. We can use our feedback to change the stiffness of the MEMS periodically thus
enabling parametric amplification or parametric filtering. Our feedback mechanism can
be used to make effective mass, damping, and stiffness to vary with time. We can also
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make the stiffness non-linear using our feedback and make PODMEMS behave like a
duffing oscillator. These will be focus of our future investigation.
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A. MATLAB CODE

A.1. Plotting the steady-state model
function x0=steady_state_model(w,td,Fdr0,M,D,K,Me,De,Ke)
MK1=-1*(w^2)*(M+Me*cos(3*w*td))+w*De*sin(2*w*td)+(K+Ke*cos(w*td));
MK2=(w^2)*Me*sin(3*w*td)+w*(D+De*cos(2*w*td))-Ke*sin(w*td);
x0=Fdr0/sqrt(MK1^2+MK2^2);
end
clear all;clc;close all;
%Device Parameters
M=8e-10; %Mass [kg]
D=1.55e-7; %Damping [N-s/m]
K=2; %Stiffness [N/m]
%Comb drive constant
N=100; %Number of comb drive fingers
Eps0=8.854e-12; %Permittivity [F/m]
h=20e-6; %20um, Layer thickness
gap=2e-6; %2um, Gap between comb fingers
Psi=(N*Eps0*h)/gap;
%Drive Force
Vdr0=2; %Drive voltage magnitude [Volt]
Fdr0=Psi*Vdr0^2; %Drive force magnitude [N]
%Sweep condition
n=1.75:0.001:5.2; %Sweep range for angular frequency
w=10.^n; %Angular frequency [rad/sec]
td=50e-9; %Delay [s]
for i=1:length(w)
A1(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,0,0,0);
A2(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,0,2*D,0);
A3(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,3*M,2*D,0);
A4(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,-0.75*M,2*D,0);
A5(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,0,2*D,3*K);
A6(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,0,2*D,-0.75*K);
end
plot(w,A1,w,A2,w,A3,w,A4,w,A5,w,A6);set(gca,'FontSize',18);grid;xlabel(
'Angular Frequency (rad/s)');ylabel('Displacement (meter)');
legend('Mechanical Parameters (MDK)','Deff=2*D','Meff=4*M,
Deff=2*D','Meff=M/4, Deff=2*D','Keff=4*K, Deff=2*D','Keff=K/4,
Deff=2*D')
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A.2. Effective Damping Control and Extraction of Quality Factor
function x0=steady_state_model(w,td,Fdr0,M,D,K,Me,De,Ke)
MK1=-1*(w^2)*(M+Me*cos(3*w*td))+w*De*sin(2*w*td)+(K+Ke*cos(w*td));
MK2=(w^2)*Me*sin(3*w*td)+w*(D+De*cos(2*w*td))-Ke*sin(w*td);
x0=Fdr0/sqrt(MK1^2+MK2^2);
end
clear all;clc;close all;
%Device Parameters
M=8e-10; %Mass [kg]
D=1.55e-7; %Damping [N-s/m]
K=2; %Stiffness [N/m]
%Comb drive constant
N=100; %Number of comb drive fingers
Eps0=8.854e-12; %Permittivity [F/m]
h=20e-6; %20um, Layer thickness
gap=2e-6; %2um, Gap between comb fingers
Psi=(N*Eps0*h)/gap;
td=50e-9; %Feedback delay [s]
%Drive Force
Vdr0=2; %Drive voltage magnitude [Volt]
Fdr0=Psi*Vdr0^2; %Drive force magnitude [N]
%Angular Frequency Sweep
n=4.65:0.00001:4.75;
w=10.^n; %Angular Frequency [rad/sec]
%Electrical Damping Sweep
De=(-0.9:0.01:0.9)*D;
%Sweep & Extraction
for j=1:length(De)
%Frequency Response
for i=1:length(w)
x0(i)=steady_state_model(w(i),td,Fdr0,M,D,K,0,De(j),0);
end
n=4.65:0.0000001:4.75;
wn=10.^n; %New range with same limit but more points
xn=interp1(w,x0,wn);%Interpolation for more points
wr=wn(find(xn==max(xn)));%finds resonance
kk=find(xn>=(max(xn)/sqrt(2)));
BW=wn(kk(end))-wn(kk(1));%Calculating bandwidth
Q(j)=wr/BW; %Extraction of mechanical quality factor
end
Qm=Q(find(De==0));
plot(De/D,Q/Qm);set(gca,'FontSize',18);grid;xlabel('D_e /
D');ylabel('Q_e_f_f / Q');
disp('Saving file...');XX(:,1)=De/D;XX(:,2)=Q;save quality.dat XX ascii;disp('Done!');
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A.3. Transient Simulation
function dx = ForceFeedback_delay(t,x,K,D,M,tau,Ffb)
%Thermal Noise
Fmin = -1e-18; %Minimum Limit [N]
Fmax = 1e-18; %Maximum Limit [N]
Noise = Fmin + (Fmax-Fmin).*rand; %Thermal Noise Force [N]
if(tau==0)
F_fed=0; %Initially we are not applying feedback.
else
F_fed=Ffb; %Later at some time we are applying feedback
end
F=Noise-F_fed;
dx = zeros(2,1);
% Initialize column vector
dx(1) = x(2);
dx(2) = 1/(M) * ( F - D*x(2) - (K)*x(1) );
end
clear all;clc;
%Contants
mu=1.75e-5; %Viscosity of air[s-Pa]
Eps0=8.854e-12; %Permittivity [F/m]
%Structural Parameters
w=2e-6; %Width [m]
h=20e-6; %Thickness [m]
L=294.7e-6; %Length [m]
N=100; %Finger Number
Lf=50e-6; %Finger Length [m]
g=2e-6; %Gap [m]
area = 17424*(1e-6)^2; %Area of proof mass [m^2]
substrate_gap=2e-6; %Structure to substrate gap [m]
%Material Properties of Polysilicon
E=160e9; %Young's Modulus (Pa)
rho=2300; %Density (kg/m^3)
%Device Parameter Calculation
K=((3*E*h*w^3)/12)/(L/2)^3; %Stiffness [N/m]
D=(mu*area)/substrate_gap; %Damping [N-s/m]
M=rho*area*h; %Mass [kg]
w0=sqrt(K/M); %Natural Frequency [rad/s]
period=(2*pi)/w0; %Period [s]
%Electric Parameters
Me=-0.5*M;
Ke=0;
De=0;
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%SIMULATION
X0=[1e-6 0]; %Initial Conditions: x(0)=1e-6 [m] and x_dot(0)=0 [m/s]
tau=50e-9; %Time delay for feedback [s]; %tau = 50ns for positive
damping,
%102ns for ~zero damping and 150ns for negative damping
t0=period*30; %Total time for simulation [s]
t=0:tau:t0; %Time Span
%options=odeset('RelTol',1e-3); %Tolerance settings
x(1)=X0(1); %Initial value assingment
for i=2:length(t) %Piecewise simulation
tc=[t(i-1) t(i)]; %Initial condition settings for each solution
if(i>10)
%Solving differential equation with feedback
[T,X]=ode45(@(t,y)
ForceFeedback_delay(t,y,K,D,M,tau,Ffb),tc,X0);
else
%Solving differential equation without feedback
[T,X]=ode45(@(t,y) ForceFeedback_delay(t,y,K,D,M,0,0),tc,X0);
end
x(i)=X(end,1);
X0=[X(end,1) X(end,2)];
Vel=diff(X(:,1))./diff(T); %differentiating for velocity
Acc=diff(X(:,2))./diff(T); %differentiating for acceleration
F_K=Ke*X(end,1); %Delayed feedback force for stiffness
F_D=De*Vel(end); %Delayed feedback force for damping
F_M=Me*Acc(end); %Delayed feedback force for mass
Ffb=F_K+F_D+F_M; %Total feedback force
disp((i/length(t))*100);
end
close all;
plot(t,x);set(gca,'FontSize',15);xlabel('time
(sec)');ylabel('displacement (m)');grid
disp('Saving data...');DATA(:,1)=t;DATA(:,2)=x;save Data_01.dat DATA ascii;disp('Done!');

A.4. Effect of delay in performance
function x0=steady_state_model(w,td,Fdr0,M,D,K,Me,De,Ke)
MK1=-1*(w^2)*(M+Me*cos(3*w*td))+w*De*sin(2*w*td)+(K+Ke*cos(w*td));
MK2=(w^2)*Me*sin(3*w*td)+w*(D+De*cos(2*w*td))-Ke*sin(w*td);
x0=Fdr0/sqrt(MK1^2+MK2^2);
end
function wr=steady_state_Wr(M,D,K,Me,De,Ke,a)
aa = M^2+Me^2+8*cos(a)^3*M*Me-6*cos(a)*M*Me;
dd = 4*De*sin(a)*cos(a)*K-2*Ke*sin(a)*D+2*De*Ke*sin(a);
bb = 8*sin(a)*Me*D*cos(a)^2-4*M*De*sin(a)*cos(a)2*sin(a)*Me*D+2*Me*De*sin(a);
cc = 2*Me*Ke+D^2-2*K*M+De^2-2*M*Ke*cos(a)-2*De*D-4*cos(a)^2*Me*Ke8*cos(a)^3*Me*K+4*cos(a)^2*D*De+6*cos(a)*Me*K;
ee = Ke^2+2*K*Ke*cos(a)+K^2;
wr = (1/12)*(108*cc*bb*aa-216*dd*aa^227*bb^3+12*sqrt(3)*sqrt(32*cc^3*aa-9*cc^2*bb^2-
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108*cc*bb*aa*dd+108*dd^2*aa^2+27*dd*bb^3)*aa)^(1/3)/aa-(1/4)*(8*cc*aa3*bb^2)/(aa*(108*cc*bb*aa-216*dd*aa^227*bb^3+12*sqrt(3)*sqrt(32*cc^3*aa-9*cc^2*bb^2108*cc*bb*aa*dd+108*dd^2*aa^2+27*dd*bb^3)*aa)^(1/3))-(1/4)*bb/aa;
end
clear all;clc;
%Mechanical Parameters
M=8e-10; %Mass [kg]
D=1.55e-7; %Damping [Ns/m]
K=2; %Stiffness [N/m]
%Comb drive constant
N=100; %Number of comb fingers
Eps0=8.854e-12; %Permittivity [F/m]
h=20e-6; %Layer thickness [m]
gap=2e-6; %Gap [m]
psi=(N*Eps0*h)/gap; %Comb drive constant
%Drive Force
Vdr0=1; %Drive voltage [volt]
Fdr0=psi*Vdr0^2; %Drive force [N]
%Electrical Parameters
Me=0; %Electrical mass
De=0; %Electrical damping
Ke=0.5*K; %Electrical stiffnes
%Delay sweep
tau=(0:5000)*1e-9;
%condition depending on the equation we are using
if(Me<0||De<0||Ke>0)
tau=-tau;
end
w0=sqrt((K+Ke)/(M+Me)); %1st initial guess;
wr0=sqrt((K+Ke*cos(2*w0*tau))./(M+Me*cos(3*w0*tau))); %2nd initial
guess
flag=zeros(length(tau),1); %Flag variable
tol=10^-10; % Tolerance
%3rd initial guess
for i=1:length(tau)
wr1(i)=steady_state_Wr(M,D,K,Me,De,Ke,wr0(i)*tau(i));
end
er1=((wr1-wr1(1))/wr1(1))*100;
%Iteration for error in resonant frequency
while(1)
for i=1:length(tau)
wr2(i)=steady_state_Wr(M,D,K,Me,De,Ke,tau(i)*wr1(i));
end
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er2=((wr2-wr2(1))/wr2(1))*100; %Calculate error
for i=1:length(er1) %Tolerance checking
if(abs(er1(i)-er2(i))<tol)
flag(i)=1;
else
flag(i)=0;
end
end
if(flag==ones(length(tau),1))
break;
else
er1=er2;
wr1=wr2;
end
end
Err_Wr = er2; %Error in resonance
%Error in amplitude
for i=1:length(wr2)
x0(i)=steady_state_model(wr2(i),tau(i),Fdr0,M,D,K,Me,De,Ke);
end
Err_x0=((x0-x0(1))/x0(1))*100;
%Error in phase
for i=1:length(wr2)
a = tau(i)*wr1(i);
MK1=-1*(wr2(i)^2)*(M+Me*cos(3*a))+wr2(i)*De*sin(2*a)+(K+Ke*cos(a));
MK2=(wr2(i)^2)*Me*sin(3*a)+wr2(i)*(D+De*cos(2*a))-Ke*sin(a);
P1(i)=(atan(MK2/MK1)/pi)*180; %Phase in degree
end
Err_Phase=((P1-P1(1))/P1(1))*100;
if(Me<0||De<0||Ke>0)
tau=-tau;
end
figure(1)
plot(tau,Err_Wr);set(gca,'FontSize',15);grid;xlabel('Delay
(sec)');ylabel('[ W_r(tau) - W_r(0) ] / W_r(0) (%)');
figure(2)
plot(tau,Err_x0);set(gca,'FontSize',15);grid;xlabel('Delay
(sec)');ylabel('[ x_0(tau) - x_0(0) ] / x_0(0) (%)');
figure(3)
plot(tau,Err_Phase);set(gca,'FontSize',15);grid;xlabel('Delay
(sec)');ylabel('[ Theta(tau) - Theta(0) ] / Theta(0) (%)');
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A.5. Simulation
function dx = ForceFeedback_Circuit(t,x,K,D,M,tau,F_K,F_D,F_M,Fdr)
%Thermal Noise
Fmin = -1e-18; %Minimum Limit [N]
Fmax = 1e-18; %Maximum Limit [N]
Noise = Fmin + (Fmax-Fmin).*rand; %Thermal Noise Force [N]
Ffb=F_K+F_D+F_M; %Total feedback force
if(tau==0)
F_fed=0; %Initially we are not applying feedback.
else
F_fed=Ffb; %Later at some time we are applying feedback
end
F=Fdr+Noise-F_fed;
dx = zeros(2,1);
% Initialize column vector
dx(1) = x(2);
dx(2) = 1/(M) * ( F - D*x(2) - (K)*x(1) );
end

clear all;clc;
%Contants
mu = 1.78e-5; %Viscosity of air
Eps0=8.854e-12; %Permittivity [F/m]
%Device Parameters
w=2e-6; %Width
h=20e-6; %Thickness
L=294.7e-6; %Length
N=100; %Finger Number
Lf=50e-6; %Finger Length
g=2e-6; %Gap
area = 17424*(1e-6)^2; %m*m, Area of proof mass
substrate_gap=2e-6;
%Material Properties
E=160e9; %Young's Modulus
rho=2300; %Density
%Parameter Calculation
K=((3*E*h*w^3)/12)/(L/2)^3; %Stiffness
D=(mu*area)/substrate_gap; %Damping
M=rho*area*h; %Mass
w0=sqrt(K/M); %Natural Frequency [rad/s]
period=(2*pi)/w0; %Period [s]
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%Electric Parameters
Me=0;
Ke=3*K;
De=0;
%Simulation Parameters
t_dr=0.1e-3; %Time when drive force will be applied
t_D=2e-3; %Time when Damping feedback will be applied
t_MK=1e-3; %Time when feedback for Mass and stiffness will be applied
%Comb drive constant
N=100; %Number of comb fingers
Eps0=8.854e-12; %Permittivity [F/m]
h=20e-6; %Layer thickness [m]
gap=2e-6; %Gap [m]
psi=(N*Eps0*h)/gap; %Comb drive constant
%Drive Force
Vdr0=10; %Drive voltage [volt]
Fdr0=psi*Vdr0^2; %Drive force [N]
wdr=2*pi*1e3;
%SIMULATION
X0=[0.1e-9 0]; %Initial Conditions: x(0)=1e-6 [m] and x_dot(0)=0 [m/s]
tau=50e-9; %Time delay for feedback [s]; %tau = 50ns for positive
damping,
t0=4e-3; %Total time for simulation [s]
t=0:tau:t0; %Time Span
%options=odeset('RelTol',1e-3); %Tolerance settings
x(1)=X0(1); %Initial value assingment
for i=2:length(t) %Piecewise simulation
tc=[t(i-1) t(i)]; %Initial condition settings for each solution
if(t(i)>t_dr)
Fdr=Fdr0*square(wdr*t(i));
if(Fdr<0)
Fdr=0;
end
if(t(i)<t_D)
F_D=0;
end
if(t(i)<t_MK)
F_M=0;
F_K=0;
end
%Solving differential equation with feedback
[T,X]=ode45(@(t,y)
ForceFeedback_Circuit(t,y,K,D,M,tau,F_K,F_D,F_M,Fdr),tc,X0);
else
%Solving differential equation without feedback
[T,X]=ode45(@(t,y)
ForceFeedback_Circuit(t,y,K,D,M,0,0,0,0,0),tc,X0);
end
x(i)=X(end,1);
X0=[X(end,1) X(end,2)];
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Vel=diff(X(:,1))./diff(T); %differentiating for velocity
Acc=diff(X(:,2))./diff(T); %differentiating for acceleration
F_K=Ke*X(end,1); %Delayed feedback force for stiffness
F_D=De*Vel(end); %Delayed feedback force for damping
F_M=Me*Acc(end); %Delayed feedback force for mass
disp((i/length(t))*100);
end
close all;
figure(1)
plot(t,x,t,Fdr0*square(wdr*t));set(gca,'FontSize',15);xlabel('time
(sec)');ylabel('displacement (m)');grid
disp('Saving data...');DATA(:,1)=t;DATA(:,2)=x;save Data_07.dat DATA ascii;disp('Done!');
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B. LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION

The Laplace transform is named after mathematician and astronomer Pierre-Simon
Laplace. If f(t) is a function defined for all t≥ , the it’s Laplace Transform is defined by


F  s    e st f  t dt

(B.1)
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where s    j is a complex number and σ and ω are real numbers. The properties of
Laplace transform are given below:
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Frequency shifting:
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Time shifting:

Some common Laplace transformations are given by:
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Reference: Erwin Kreyszig, “Advanced Engineering Mathematics”, 1
Hoboken, NJ, 2011.
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